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Les inséparables 
By Nathalie Darget, ill. by Yannick Thomé

Lea, Parfait, Aminata, Lucas, Tom and Juliette are the 
perfect ‘inseparable’ gang. 

Because at the age of 6 – even if you’re no longer a baby 
– life can still be complicated! 

Fortunately, they  can count on the complicity between 
and the support of adult around them.

Key Points

•	 	A	series	of	low-priced	picture	books	that	treat	schoolchildren’s	
concerns	with	a	light-hearted	approach.

•	 	At	the	end	of	the	story,	there’s	a	test	to	encourage	the	children	to	ask	
questions	and	discover	who,	among	the	six	friends,	is	most	like	them.

•	 Written	for	parental	or	autonomous	reading.	

Content

Le papou d’Aminata est mort 

Aminata has to face up to her Grandpa’s death.
When Aminata hears that her grandfather has died, her whole world collapses. In spite of 
the sadness that fills her heart, she holds back the tears because her grandfather wouldn’t 
have wanted her to cry. She finds comfort with the Inseparables, her friends, who ask 
questions:  what do we become when we die? A spider, a squirrel? Surrounded by her 
friends, Aminata finally accepts to cast off her shell and express her sadness. Finally, it 
helps her to have a good cry!

Léa veut voter

Lea is disappointed because she cannot vote at the next elections just because she isn’t old 
enough! For several days, all their parents have been talking about is the election!  The tea-
cher explains what an election is, and Lea finds it very exciting … But when she discovers you 
have to be an adult to vote, she doesn’t like it one bit. She wants to participate! She’s all the 
more disappointed when she realizes that her mother isn’t all that keen to vote. 
Whatever it takes, Lea makes up her mind to have her say, and the other Inseparables 
follow her example…

Parfait est amoureux

Parfait falls in love with a little girl on holiday.
What is it that makes Parfait’s heart thump when he sees the little girl with brown curly 
hair in the park? “He’s angry!” declares Aminata. “Because she’s got no business hanging 
around our dens!”  But no, Parfait isn’t angry, he’s in love! Will he succeed in declaring his 
passion? And how will he bear it when she leaves at the end of the holidays? Once again, 
the Inseparables will close ranks to help their friend get through this difficult time.

Technical specifications

Format: 132 x 176 mm
Pages: 48
Retail price: 5,90 €
Age group:  5 and up
2 titles published

13  titles also forthcoming:

Léa ne veut pas rester à l’école 
après la classe
Tom se fait du souci avec son zizi
Aminata veut des sous
Parfait achète le pain tout seul
Luca s’est fait traiter de fils de lute
Juliette est toute seule dans sa classe
Lucas est choqué par les images
Parfait est amoureux
Juliette raconte des mensonges
Léa veut voter
Papou d’Aminata est mort
Pafait est amoureux
Tom déteste son prère

Tom Juliette Lucas ParfaitLéa Aminata
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Tom en a marre
de son petit frère
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Léa ne veut pas rester à l’école 

Lea has to stay at school for supervised studies, for the first time ever.     
 Madame Fifi has broken her leg and can’t look after Lea after school, as she usually does. 
Lea’s mother, who works late, is forced to leave Lea at supervised studies after school. 
Usually a bright, cheerful girl, the little girl cannot see any good in this new arrange-
ment. She is shattered, she feels abandoned. Studies? What a drag! Lea cares nothing 
for the entertainment on offer – magic workshops or roller-skating. She tells her friends 
at school. Some agree with her, but others think she’s lucky.

Tom se fait du souci avec son zizi

When Tom sees his father naked in the bathroom, what he discovers upsets his whole 
day: his dad’s willy is much bigger than his, which is really quite small! Tom knows a 
little about the subject, but he has no idea what a normal size might be! What if his 
is too small? When he asks friends at school, they all boast about the length of theirs. 
Except Parfait, who admits that his is twisted. Tom, who’s usually a boaster in front of his 
friends, is so worried that he can think of nothing else. He certainly can’t concentrate on 
schoolwork!
Fortunately, Boniface and Demba, both 15, are there. They organise a competition – to 
see who can pee the farthest. Tom seizes the opportunity to compare his willy with the 
others and discovers he’s entirely normal! The older boys explain that it’s just like arms 
or legs, it grows with the rest of you! Tom is reassured. 

Author

Nathalie Dargent was born in Paris and still lives there. An art historian, she waited until 
her children had learned to read to devote herself to her all-time passion: inventing sto-
ries for children.

Illustrator

Yannick Thomé was born in Annecy in 1971 is a versatile Illustrator who draws with a 
pen and Indian ink. To add colour, he uses watercolour or uses the computer, and works 
regularly for children’s press and books, school books and extracurricular creations. He 
is also an author-Illustrator of children’s books.

Character-Led Series
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Technical Specifications

Format: 230 x 240 mm
Pages: 16 
Retail price: 9,90 €
Age group: 5 and up

Character - Led Series

Le Manoir Croquignoles
Welcome to the Croquignoles Manor! 

Here, young kiddies won’t learn any maths or 
geography, but they’ll be experts at yelling and playing 
tricks! Because in this school of laughter, the teachers 
only have one aim: to make each child a perfect 
little monster. Humour and adventure are on the 
curriculum of this new series for the youngest readers! 

Key points 

•	 	Everyday	problems	solved	in	the	hectic	lives	of	little	monsters!	
•	 	A	zany	and	lovable	group	of	friends	that	will	attract	younger	and	older	

children.
•	 	Between	comic	book	and	story,	a	new	format	on	the	fiction	scene.	

Intrigue	and	humour	guaranteed!

Content

Plunge into the heart of funny, insolent stories with lots of twists and turns. All of them 
feature the things children between 4 and 7 care about. Richly illustrated, full of fun, they 
are the ideal initiation to the Romanesque. A first fiction series for non-readers or early 
readers, from 4 to 7.   

Coup de foudre à l’école 

In this first tome, the Croquignoles are in the ‘super mess’ lesson given by Lady Cracra. 
Here, rudeness and insolence are welcome, the aim being to frighten nice little humans. 

À l’attaque! 

In the second tome, a chilly breeze blows through the corridors of the manor. The floor 
and the walls have frozen, and the head mistress is stuck in her armchair: the school has 
been invaded by Crobes! These fearsome little beasts, which carry a virus, have invaded 
the world of humans and have decided to crunch the Croquignoles. 

Panique à la cantine

In this fourth tome, Mademoiselle Lagamelle, the canteen lady, has disappeared. A wave 
of panic sweeps through the school. She’s the only person that mak es such scrump-
tious carbuncle sandwiches! Without hesitation, the Croquignoles cast aside the rules 
and open the larder…  

The Authors

Born in 1981, Antoine Dole, aka Mr. Tan, is a French scenarist and novelist. In the comic genre, 
he authors Mortelle Adèle for Editions Tourbillon. This series won the hearts of the public with 
its freshness and originality… and its rapid production: four tomes in five months! 

Camille Roy (Paris) has illustrated several titles of Milan’s ‘Mes années pourquoi’ series.

6 Titles Available

Coup de foudre à l’école
À l’attaque
Panique à la cantine
L’invité mystère
Va y avoir du sort
Chapardeur de l’année

Rights sold

Spanish, Catalan,  
Polish
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4 Titles available

Le secret de la maîtresse
Les vacances de la maîtresse
La maîtresse a peur du noir
La maîtresse est foldingue 

Technical specifications

Format: 13 x 18 cm
Pages: 24
Soft cover
Retail price: 4,50 €
Age group: 6 and up

Rights sold

Korea

La Maîtresse
There’s Marine, Lucas and Louis.

And the Teacher, with a capital T.

Four characters that personify children’s lives at 
school and their relationship with the teacher in 
particular.

Because if you ask kids, ‘What does your teacher do 
after school?’ the answer is, ‘Nothing, of course!’ Fall 
in love? Have a baby? Go on holiday? You must be 
kidding! Not the teacher!

Yet that’s what happens in these little books…

Key points 

•		A	series	for	early	readers,	laid	out	so	as	to	facilitate	text/illustration	
comprehension	

•	 	All	the	characters	that	feature	in	the	story	are	represented	in	the	
illustrations

•	 	The	graphic	codes	of	comic	art	are	used	(whispers	in	small	characters	
and	yells	in	big,	character’s	head	shown	next	to	what	they	are	saying,	
and	so	on)	

•	 	A	theme	that	ensures	universal	identification:	school!

The Authors

Sylvie de Mathuisieulx lives in Strasbourg (67). She has two children. “I’ve been wri-
ting stories ever since I learned how to write, and, with a few exceptions, it’s what I 
like doing best of all,” she says. After studying law (she is now doing her disserta-
tion for a doctorate), she has been an instructor for adults, essentially in the field of 
efficiency and personal development. She has already published some books, like 
Le père Noël se marie (Editions Fleurus). She wrote the La maîtresse series for Milan 
Jeunesse.

Benjamin Chaud was born in 1975 in a little village in Hautes-Alpes. After losing his 
chances of winning ski competitions, he went off to study art in Paris, then to Arts 
décoratifs in Strasbourg with Claude Lapointe. Since then, he has been an author-
illustrator of children’s books, in other words he draws garden elephants and other 
delightful creatures for Milan, Bayard, Albin Michel, Actes Sud, Nathan and others. 
He has increasingly moved towards comic art, maybe he’ll even take the plunge one 
day. He lives in Marseilles, works in a studio with lots of talented illustrators and is 
finding time to learn Hungarian at present.

More than 
115,000 copies 

sold

Character-Led Series
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Content

A series that’s strong on identification: three children and a schoolteacher, and how 
the kids see her…  not forgetting that teachers also have a life when school’s out! 

Le secret de la maîtresse - Teacher’s Secret 

This time the kids are sure – the teacher is definitely hiding something. They 
wonder if she might not be making a baby... To find out for sure, they lead their 
own little investigation… 
A story with all the freshness and spontaneity that made the first episode such a 
success. With great skill, the author manages to slip into young minds and atti-
tudes. Bursting with life and joviality.

La maîtresse est foldingue - The Teacher’s Just Plain Crazy 

For some days now, the teacher’s been acting strange. So what’s wrong with her?
She stutters, says the weirdest things, blushes all the time… The kids are sure 
she’s going mad! But the answer is much simpler: she’s in love! But as far as the 
kids are concerned, it’s the same thing!

La maîtresse a peur du noir - Teacher’s Afraid of the Dark 

This week, the whole class is going to the mountains on a nature study trip.
On the agenda: Maths and reading, of course, but also lots of long walks in the 
fresh mountain air and the fun of communal life! But how is poor Éline going to 
hide her favourite soft toy? The others will have great fun laughing at her! Éline 
needs her toy because she’s afraid of the dark… But the teacher stands up for 
her: could she be scared of the dark too? As soon as night falls, off to the dor-
mitories - scoot! And that’s where scary things start happening: footsteps, dark 
figures in the corridor… could this holiday camp be haunted?

Les vacances de la maîtresse - Teacher’s Holidays

Éline, Lucas, Marine and Louis are on holiday. On the beach there’s a young 
woman who reminds them of someone they know. Who could she be? Someone 
they all know? Holy seashells! What’s going on?
They decide to follow her. They ask questions, investigate … She definitely looks 
very like someone…  it turns out to be the teacher of course, she has the right to 
go on holiday too!
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Technical Specifications

Format: 14,5 mm x 19 mm
Pages: 32
Age group: 6 and up
Retail price: 5,50€

17 titles available
What if I were a fairy?
What if I swopped Mums?
What if I were tiny?
What if I were a witch?
What if I were a superhero?
What if I were in love?
What if I were a princess?
What if I were a vet?
What if I were a pirate?
What if I were a giant?
What if I were just perfect?
What if I were a Mum?
What if I were a boy
What if I were a Cro-Magnon people
What if I were a baby?
What if I were Cinderella?
What if I didn’t go to school?
What if I were President

Rights sold

Korea, China

Essie
Essie is a girl with a strong imagination and 
astonishing powers! Each time a tricky situation 
develops she imagines how she would handle it if 
she were… One by one, she becomes a fairy, a mother 
and a teacher to solve all the problems! With her cat 
Bouffon, the adventures can begin…

Key points

•	 	Essie	is	a	favourite	series	with	6-7	year-olds,	who	totally	sympathize	
with	the	questions	the	heroine	asks…

•	 	Subjects	from	everyday	life,	close	to	children’s	own	daily	experience
•	 Instant	identification	of	day-to-day	problems
•	 	A	lively	style	adapted	to	early	readers	and	

original	themes.

About the authors 

Claire Clément tried out lots of jobs before starting to 
work for Bayard. Claire sometimes gets rather carried away with the challenge of 
writing stories, but her four children bring her back to earth… or is it water? They 
all live on a houseboat near Paris.

Robin was born in 1969. After Art school, he became art director for Mes premiers 
j’aime lire, one of Bayard’s flagship magazines. He also illustrates books for other 
Publishing Houses. He lives in countryside, a never-ending source for children’s 
literature. 

Content 

What if I were a fairy?

Essie can’t be bothered tidying her room. But her mother insists. Wouldn’t it be wonder-
ful to have a room that tidies itself, with a wave of a magic wand! No sooner said than 
done... Essie is a fairy!

What if I were a giant? 

This evening, Essie’s going to the movies. She’s so excited. Then along come three adults 
who sit right in front of her! A little girl like her can’t see the screen! She’d like to be tall, 
so tall … No sooner said… than Essie is a giant! She can even take her cat, Bouffon, eve-
rywhere she goes, hidden in her pocket! But shhh… it’s a secret!

What if I were in love?

Essie would like to be in love… but who with? The cute guy in her class, her dark riding 
teacher or the dreamy singer she saw in the telly? Essie’s friends all have boyfriends. But 
not her! She only loves her cat, Bouffon. But she’d just like to know what it feels like … No 
sooner said, than Essie is in love! 

More than 

155.000 copies 
sold

Character-Led Series
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– Allez, n’y pense plus…, lui disent-ils en

chœur. Sinon, tu vas pleurer. Et ça, c’est

pas possible ! Tu sais bien… on risquerait

de se noyer. Raconte-nous plutôt ton his-

toire préférée, quand tu as attrapé Bouffon

qui était perché en haut d’un arbre.

1erJL96-Essie GeanteV2:1erJL  11/01/12  12:19  Page26

Essie sourit et commence à raconter. 

Mais au bout d’un moment, elle entend

des ronflements. Et voilà, c’est toujours

comme ça ! Alors qu’elle a besoin d’un

câlin, ses parents s’endorment dans ses

bras !!! Essie en a assez, et plus qu’assez !

1erJL96-Essie GeanteV2:1erJL  11/01/12  12:19  Page27

What if I were the teacher?

Essie’s teacher has a pet. How silly can you get! If Essie was a teacher, she’d never tole-
rate that! No sooner said than done: now Essie’s soft toys, and Bouffon, her beloved cat, 
are her pupils. It’s not easy to keep them happy! But she can’t scold Bouffon, poor cat, 
because he can’t do the work... So the others say he’s the teacher’s pet... and they’re all 
jealous!

What if I were perfect?

After school, Essie comes home with a bad mark. ‘That’s far from perfect!’ sighs her 
mother, disappointed. Essie is so sad. She’d like to please her Mum. ‘So what if I were 
perfect?’ No sooner said than done… Essie is perfect! 

What if I were a superhero?

Look out, here comes SuperEssie! Essie has just been watching her favourite programme: 
the adventures of SuperBig ! This superhero is really something: he fights the bad guys 
and saves the good. Essie thinks she’d like to help the weak, just like him. 

What if I were tiny?

What secrets Essie would discover if she was tiny? One day her cat Bouffon arrived with a 
mouse he had just caught. Essie was shocked: that mouse must have a family, and they’d 
be sad when he didn’t come home! If Essie were tiny like him, she could find out what 
goes on in mouse holes… 

What if I were a boy?

What kind of boy would Essie have been? In her class, there’s a boy who annoys her. He’s 
big and strong into the bargain… If Essie were a boy, she’d use him as a punching ball! No 
sooner said, than… Essie is a boy! 

What if I were a witch?

Essie, more wicked than a witch…Essie is angry: her little cousin has been playing with 
her things, scribbling on her books and he’s broken her puppet! All that makes her want 
to be really wicked, even more wicked than a witch! 

What if I were a princess?

The life of a princess: a dream comes true? Not so sure! Today is Essie’s birthday, she’s 7! 
And her mother dares to ask her to tidy her room! Essie’s fed up with taking orders! If only 
she were a princess, someone else would do all these chores… 

What if I were a vet?

Bouffon, Essie’s cat, is sick, and the vet can’t see him for three days. Three days? It’s 
really too much! If Essie were a vet, she’d look after the animals immediately! 

What if I were a pirate? 

Essie is sitting comfortably in a big lifebelt, floating on the waves, when two boys have 
fun spraying her with water. The little girl is very angry! If she were a pirate, they wouldn’t 
dare attack her like that!

What if I were President? 

What if Essie were president? She’d be so  powerful – she’d even have the power to make 
everyone happy! 

Character-Led Series
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Gaspard, le Léopard

Key points

•	 	A four-hand series in the graphic novel style where text and the image 
recount in progression; the narrator uses the illustrations to tell  
the story.

•	 	An original narrative technique where humour comes from  
the interaction between the author and the heroes, but also the 
reader, who is a witness.

•	 	An Internet site gaspardleléopard.com will accompany the launch  
of the collection!

The hero of this series is Gaspard the leopard,  
the chief (that’s what he says!) of a gang of close 
friends, especially close when they have to face  
the arrogant Leon the lion and his crowd. In all  
the African Savannah, there’s no better than Gaspard 
for dragging his pals into crazy adventures,  
often for the charms of Lea the gazelle!

A Penguin in the Savanna 

Ursula and Lea go off for a swim. How surprised they are when they discover a penguin 
floating along on a piece of an iceberg…! No questions asked, Gaspard and his crowd take 
the penguin to the baobab to get to know him better. But time goes by, and the penguin 
grows sadder and sadder… they have to find a way to get him back home, at all costs!

A Super-Crazy Match!

When Gaspard agrees to go and fetch a coconut because the lovely Lea is thirsty, little 
does he imagine that it will lead him into a horrible coco match. Only one way to get that 
nut, which has dropped into the territory of Gaspard’s sworn enemy, Leon…

Who’s the Fairest of them All?

Gaspard has given up trying to please Lea, the pretty gazelle. Fortunately his friends are 
there to find a solution. Why not make funny jokes? Develop your muscles? Get a great 
new look.... they’re never short of ideas! 

Sick Up to Here of my Pals!

This time it’s sure, Gaspard has had enough! Enough of that noisy, unruly band! So he 
goes off to live in a cave all alone. All alone? Are you sure, Gaspard?… 

Sick? Me? Never!

Poor Gaspard! Since he caught a very contagious bug, all his friends refuse to see him! In 
spite of his pleas and stubborn resistance, there’s nothing else for it: Gaspard is obliged 
to go into exile

Gaspard : No entrance

Leo the Lion’s gang have gone too far this time! They are constantly riling Gaspard’s mob 
with nutty surprise attacks. Gaspard and his pals decide to do all they can for a peaceful 
life.   

8 Titles Available 

Joyeux Noël, les copains !
Alors, qui c’est le plus beau
Au feu les copains !
Pousse-toi de là !
Ras le bol des copains !
Stop à la pustulose !
Un match superdingo
L’école de la jungle

Right Sold

Spain (Latin America), Korea

Character - Led Series

Technical Specifications

Format : 13 x 18 mm
Pages : 40
Retail price : 5,90 !
Age group : 7 and up
Paperback with flaps
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Technical specifications

Format: 125 x 180 mm
Pages: 40
Retail Price: 5,50 € 
Age group: 8 and up

8 Titles available

Le trésor de Mr Ziane
Le chat égyptien
Le mystère du chat empaillé
Enquête au Poney-Club
Mystère et crustacés
Mystère à la fête foraine
Fonce Oscar !
Scarlett à New York

Rights sold

Vietnam

Character Led-Series

Scarlett and Watson
Scarlett’s world is full of mysteries - Scarlett, Watson  
(her cat) and Bao (her friend) are working together to 
solve them, and you can help! 

Clues are systematically listed at the beginning of 
the chapters and encourage readers to take part in 
the investigation, step-by-step, in order to find the 
solution. 

Key points 

•	 	A	transitional	series	that	pairs	more	complex	texts	with	illustration
•	 	Highly	interactive:	Clues	are	listed	at	the	beginning	of	each	chapter	

and	reinforced	throughout	the	story	in	both	the	text	and	illustrations,	
allowing	the	reader	to	follow	along	with	the	investigation	as	they	
move	through	the	story	

The Authors

Mélanie Allag
Illustrator of the picture book La maîtresse a de grandes oreilles (avec des 
poils dedans), Mélanie Allag works regularly for children’s publishers.

Jean-Michel Payet was born in Paris on May 1st, 1955. Father of three child-
ren, he lives in Combs-la-ville (77). Author of fiction and licensed series 
with heroes, he wrote the Scarlett et Watson adventures (Milan poche 
Cadet) and the 2065 series (Hors-Collection).

Le précieux  
Mystère du  
chat empaillé  
a disparu !

Pour  
le réveillon,  

c’est mal parti :  
mamie préfère  
la chasse aux  
livres-trésors ! 

La tornade m
amie  

de Noël a débarqu
é !

27

CHAPITRE 5

Il y a des jours qui sont plus pluie que soleil, 

plus chiffon que soie. Pour mamie, c’est un 

peu ça ce samedi. Un jour chiffonné. 

– Pas grave, me dit-elle avec un sourire qui 

tremblote. Des livres, j’en ai plein. Et puis, 

ceux-là, je les retrouverai bien un jour…

Elle essaie de paraître enjouée, mais même 

l’accueil de monsieur Ziane ne parvient pas 

à effacer l’ombre triste qui s’est accrochée 

à son regard. 

Nous remontons les courses pour le 

réveillon et je propose à ma grand-mère 

Un des  
quatre clients  
de la librairie  
a volé le livre.  
Mais lequel ?

Lorsque vient le tour de ma tornade d’ouvrir ses cadeaux, elle le remarque et me décoche un regard interrogateur, mais je reste coite. Elle l’ouvre lentement sans me quitter des yeux, puis :
– Waouuuuuuuuuuuuuuh !
La tornade explose en un ouragan de joie en brandissant son cadeau : deux livres. Deux misérables petits bouquins tout défraîchis 

aux titres ridicules : Le Mystère du chat empaillé et Le Mystère des sept citrons.– Les deux Jimmy Dollars qui me manquaient ! Mais… comment… ? s’étonne-t-elle en fronçant les sourcils.
– Boah, j’ai rencontré un certain monsieur Chandler qui avait un bouquin en trop chez lui. Vraiment en trop… Et puis, comme il avait quelque chose à se faire pardonner, 
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– Ou… Oui. Mais il n’est pas question que 
vous alliez voir mes clients pour les accuser 
de vol !
– Hum, je dis.
Ce qui ne fait pas vraiment avancer l’enquête. 
Mais, comme mes deux compagnes semblent 
attendre de moi la solution, j’ajoute :
– Il faut nous servir de nos méninges pour 
identifier le coupable.
Ce qui ne fait rien avancer du tout non plus.
– Mais comment ? s’inquiète mamie-bise. 
Nous n’avons aucun indice, rien. Votre 
magasin n’est-il pas équipé d’une caméra 
de surveillance ?
– Certainement pas, s’offusque Aude.

Caméra ? Comment n’y ai-je pas 
pensé plus tôt ? Mon super-
méga-génial nouvel appareil 

photo-téléphone portable ! 
Avec un peu de chance, et même 
avec une chance énorme, j’ai 
peut-être photographié le voleur, 
ou du moins capturé un indice ? 
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Le trésor de Mr Ziane - Mr. Ziane’s Treasure

When Scarlett goes to buy some eggs from Mr. Ziane’s grocer shop, she discovers 
that his book has disappeared! The grocer’s precious volume has been taken by 
one of his three friends. But which one? With Watson and Bao, she sets off to find 
the culprit. She decides to search all her neighbours’ houses… but she draws a 
blank. Back at the grocer’s, there’s a surprise: all Mr. Ziane’s friends have come 
and given him a present: his old book looks brand new again, with new binding, 
just beautiful!

Le chat égyptien - The Egyptian Cat

Miss Garnier’s Egyptian cat – a very precious statue - has been stolen! It must be 
one of her three nephews who took it. Scarlett and Watson investigate. All the 
suspects seem to be innocent, but Scarlett learns not to trust appearances.

Le mystère du chat empaillé -  The Mystery of the Stuffed Cat

It’s Christmas soon, Scarlett’s grandmother will be coming to spend a few days 
with her granddaughter. A real bookworm, she’ll spare no effort to find the latest 
books in her favourite detective series. As she hunts for a little gem in the books-
hop, her last purchase, The Mystery of the Stuffed Cat, disappears. It’s been sto-
len! But who would do such a thing? The culprit has to be a customer in the shop. 
Scarlett interviews them but no one will admit taking it. At a loss, she asks Wat-
son, who got a glimpse of the suspect from behind, to help her. After a brilliant 
feat of deduction, Scarlett finds the culprit, who returns the book and offers ano-
ther book in the series to her grandmother, as an apology.

3130

l’après-midi sur le 
rebord de la fenêtre 

de ta chambre.
–  Au - d e s s u s 
du radiateur, 
comme d’hab. 
Et alors ?

– C’est bien chauffé et la vue y est agréable.
– Et alors ?
– On y voit le va-et-vient des passants, le…
– Et alors ?
– Eh bien, à 15 heures pile, j’ai vu entrer une 
femme en veste bleue dans la librairie.
– Et… ?
– C’est tout.
Tout en faisant fondre mon chocolat dans 
un peu d’eau, je réfléchis à ce que vient de 

me raconter Watson. Bizarre bizarre. À ma 
connaissance, aucune femme n’est entrée 
dans la boutique lorsque nous y étions.
Mes tuiles ont refroidi. Je les trempe 
délicatement dans le glaçage sous le regard 
attentif de mon gourmand, mais mon esprit 
est ailleurs. 
– Comment sais-tu qu’il s’agissait d’une 
femme ?
– Boah ! Pas difficile. Je ne l’ai vue que de dos, 
mais elle avait une queue-de-cheval…
– Tu… tu en es certain ?
– Absolument.
– Mais alors, je sais qui est le voleur ! Watson, 
tu es génial !
– Ça, on le savait déjà, non ?
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Les dragons de Nalsara 

Key points 

•	 	The	author’s	style:	Marie-Hélène	Delval	has	been	writing	for		
younger	readers	for	quite	some	time.	The	Dragons	of	Nalsara		
is	written	in	elegant,	poetic	and	unfussy	language.

•	 	A	fantasy	series	for	girls	and	boys:	While	boys	will	identify	with	
Cham,	whose	fate	is	to	become	a	dragon	tamer,	girls	will	identify	with	
Nyne,	who	has	the	power	to	communicate	with	sea	creatures	called	
Elusims.

The first fantasy series for 7-8 year-old! 
Constructed like a TV serial – the plot unfolds one 
title after another, illustrated in black and white. 
Each title has action, magic, mystery, humour  
and emotion, designed to please both boys and girls!

Technical Specifications

Format: 12,3 x 17,8 cm 
Pages: 96  
Retail price: 6,20 !
Age group: 8 and up

20 Titles available

Rights Sold

Taiwan, Italy, China, Poland, 
Spain (Castillan)

Synopsis

Antos lives with his two children, Cham and Nyne, on the Isle of Dragons. He is 
the Great Dragon Breeder of the kingdom: every nine years, wild female dragons 
come to lay their eggs on the island. Antos has to look after the baby dragons 
until they can be sentto Nalsara, the capital city, where they must serve in the 
army of the king…

20 Titles available

1. Le troisième œuf 
2. Le plus vieux des Dragonniers 
3. Complot au palais 
4. La nuit des Elusims
5. La bête des profondeurs
6. La colère de la Strige
7. Le secret des magicienness
8. Sortilèges sur Nalsara
9. La citadelle noire

10. Aux mains des sorciers
11. Les maréfices du marécage
12. Dans le ventre de la montagne
13. Douze jours, douze nuits
14. Magie Noire et Dragon Blanc
15. Envol du Schrick
16. Le dragonnier maudit
17. Les ruses du libre peuple
18. Avant que le jour se lève
19. Le pouvoir de Ténébreuse
20. Sous le vent de Norlande

1. Le troisième œuf - The Third Egg

Three hatchings transform the lives of three inhabitants of the Island of Dragons. For the 
first time, Anton, Cham and Nyne are present when three eggs hatch. The third newborn 
is grey – a little creature full of life yet so fragile, it doesn’t even look like a dragon…

2. Le plus vieux des Dragonnier - The Eldest of the Dragon-Tamers

Since the baby dragons and Unda left, life on the Isle of Dragons is back to normal. But 
one stormy evening, Anton and his children find a female dragon. She doesn’t appear to 
be wounded yet she is in despair...

3. Le premier combat de Cham, futur dragonnier

The First Combat of Cham, Future Dragon-Master
The King of Ombrune is about to celebrate his jubilee with Cham, Nyne and Antos. But 
Antos decides that they can’t come with him! Hadal, former valet to Messire Damian, 
convinces Antos to let him bring the children...

Character-led Series

More than 
400.000 copies 

sold
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4. La nuit des élusims - The Elusims’ night

After attending the king’s jubilee, it’s time for Cham and Nyne to leave Nalsara. While they 
are at sea, the sky suddenly grows dark.
A strange storm breaks … 

5. La bête des profondeurs - The beast from the depth

One day Selka, comes to see the children with alarming news: a monster, now sleeping 
at the  bottom of the ocean, is about to wake up. When he breathes, his puff will cause a 
huge tidal wave which will destroy the Dragon Island. Cham and Nyne have the ability to 
prevent the catastrophe. But how? 

6. La colère de la strige - The anger of the Strige

One morning, a strange black cloud appears on the Island of Dragons... Cham and Nyne 
are anxious, it might be the Strige, spying on them! They decide to look at Nyne’s magic 
miror to be sure...

7. Le secret des magiciennes - The Magicians’ Secret

One morning, Cham and Nyne have a visitor: a snowy-white owl carryingba mysterious 
message. The amazed children discover that the letter is from their own mother, Dhydra, 
who disappeared during a tempest! 

8. Les sortilèges de Nalsara - Spells of Nalsara

Still threatened by the strige, Cham is under the magicians’ protection at Nalsara. Secure 
in the tower of the palace, Cham gets very bored indeed. He can’t even go out to see Nour 
at the Royal Dragon stables! To entertain him, Isendrine and Melisande, the magicians, 
give him his first lesson in magic! He shows great promise…

9. La citadelle noire - The black citadel

The stryge has succeeded in trapping Cham; he is now in the hands of the Addraks, loc-
ked up in the Black Citadel. The only good news is that he’s not alone: after years of sepa-
ration, the boy has found his mother at last! From then on, his life is a constant struggle 
against adversity …

10 - Aux mains des sorciers - Hostage of the Wizard

During a visit with Darkat to the Black Citadel, Cham gets himself caught in a trap when 
he touches the Ténébreuse, the sword on the effigy of Eddhor, Darkat and Dhydra’s father. 

11 -  Les maléfices du marécage - The Curse of the Swamps

Cham and Dydra, who have resumed human form, have managed to escape the Citadelle 
Noire and flee to the swamplands, with Darkat and the Addrak warriors on their heels…
As they flee, they meet Igrid, the pretty little red-haired girl who’s the same age as Cham. 
To help them, she decides to take them to her community, the so-called Free People, who 
live in the heart of the mountains. 

12 - Dans le ventre de la montagne - In the depth of the Mountain

Cham and Dhydra’s eventful trip home!
It’s time for Cham and Dhydra to leave the mountain and the Free People and make their 
way home. But danger still awaits them…: What if Clobber-Rock, the horrible underground 
creature, really existed?

Etc.

Character-led Series
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The year is 2100. Noa and Lisa have decided to take 
care of the planet. Thanks to their “bionautic suits” 
they have the power to change themselves into an 
animal or a vegetable. 

Opération sauvetage

Key points

•	 A	new	Passion	series	of	three	titles	yearly	for	kids	from	8	up.	
•	 The	theme	is	the	protection	of	animals	and	nature.
•	 A	series	constantly	seasonned	with	humor.
•	 	One	out	of	two	stories	is	told	by	Noa	or	Lisa,	to	appeal	to	both	

boys	and	girls.	
•	 Children	will	learn	a	lot	about	animals	without	even	noticing.	

Technical Specifications

Format: 123 x 178  mm
Pages: 112
Retail Price: 5,20 €

Age Group: 8 and up 

10 Titles Available

Dauphins en péril
La marche des éléphants
La colère du tigre
Panique chez les orang-outans
Mystère chez les empereurs
Le retour de la loutre
Au secours des ours
Le chant des baleines
Au secours les koalas
Des loups à la rescousse

Episode 1: Dauphins en péril

Noa and Lisa are on a secret mission to discover why the dolphins are deliberately 
beaching themselves. So they slip into their incredible suit to transform into dolphins! 
They soon discover that a factory is pouring toxic waste into the sea through a hidden 
tunnel…

Episode 2: La marche des éléphants 

Noa and Lisa set off for Africa to save a herd of elephants in danger. They metamorphose 
into elephants to find a baby elephant and search for a place where a family of elephants 
can live in security. It’s fantastic being four metres tall! And being able to shower with 
your own trunk! But what the Bionauts don’t know is that there are poachers who will 
stop at nothing for the ivory of their tusks… 

Author

Jean-Marie Defossez was born in Ransart, Belgium, in 1971. He is a zoologist but tried out 
many professions before finding his vocation: writing books for children. In 2007, he won 
a literary prize for La fiancée du desert. He also writes plays and runs writing workshops. 

Illustrator

Yves Besnier was born in 1954 and lives in Angers. He does publicity posters as well as 
children’s books for Gallimard, Nathan and Hatier. For Bayard jeunesse, he illustrated ‘Le 
bus magique’ series.

Rights Sold

Germany

Character-Led Series



Technical Specifications

Format : 14,5 x 19 cm
Pages : 48
Retail price : 5,50 €
Age group : 7 and up 

C’est la vie, Lulu !
Lulu is an average sort of little girl, she has to face 
lots of little ups and downs every day. 
Sometimes she gets bad marks at school, falls out 
with her best friend, or feels ashamed of something 
she’s done.
A fiction series for 7-10 year-olds, evoking life’s 
little upsets and big questions. 

Key points

•   A heroine children can identify with, in everyday situations they 
know well.

•   Stories that take the stress out of the problems Lulu has  
to deal with.

•   A documentary feature establishes a link with the reader

Available titles

1.  My older sister is giving me orders!
2. I hate being shy!
3. I am afraid of having low grades!
4. They’re at laughing at me!
5. I’m in love!
6.  I’ve fallen out with my best friend!
7. I can’t do what I want!
8. I’m afraid to own up!
9. I have a bad opinion of myself!
10. I’m being racketed!
11. People think I’m a boy!
12. My mother told my secret!
13. I have stage fright!
14. I’ve been told off! 
15. I don’t like to be favourite
16. I am afraid to go in a summer camp
17. I’ve stolen 4 euros

18. I am not a baby anymore
19. I don’t like reading
20. News scares me
21. I am engaged in environment
22. My best friend is moving
23. I have a lot of activities
24. I hate the cafeteria
25. I am afraid of going back to school
26. I want a dog
27. I am at the Hospital
28. I am too chatty
29. I get bore
30. I am jealous
31. I hate to clean
32. I don’t like to clean my room
33. I can’t sleep
34. I want to play with Internet
35. I want to be a star

 ISBN: 978-2-7470-5285-6

 DÈS 8 ANS - BP7

www.bayard-editions.com

Je n’arrive pas 
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Le sommeil
Un roman suivi de conseils malins 

pour mieux vivre avec les soucis de la vie.

http://blog.astrapi.com/

34

 ISBN: 978-2-7470-6204-6
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+nternet, sa richesse et ses dangers
Un roman suivi de conseils malins 

pour mieux vivre avec les soucis de la vie.

http://blog.astrapi.com/
35
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 DÈS 8 ANS - BP7

www.bayard-editions.com
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Ranger et savoir s’organiser 
Un roman suivi de conseils malins 

pour mieux vivre avec les soucis de la vie.

http://blog.astrapi.com/

3

 ISBN: 978-2-7470-6214-5
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Je suis amoureuse

Retrouve ton héroïne 
dans

Je suis amoureuse 

L’amour
Un roman suivi de conseils malins 

pour mieux vivre avec les petits soucis de la vie.

http://blog.astrapi.com/
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Relook_couv5.indd   1-3 07/01/2016   10:17

Rights Sold

Catalan, Turkey, 
China, Vietnam, Brazil
Latin America, Estonia

Character-led Series

More than  

565.000 copies 

sold
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Technical Specifications

Format : 15 x 19,5 cm
Pages : 48
Retail price : 6,10 €
Age group : 7 and up 
18 titles available

Strengthened by her recent success,  
Lulu is spreading her wings! 
Little non-fiction books to accompany children, 
helping them to gain self-awareness and manage 
life’s problems – great and small.

Key points

This book functions through a three-part system: 
• A comic strip treats the subject in a humorous vein 
• Children’s testimonies introduce other experiences 
•  Advice and information are provided to help manage  

situations in the best possible way

Rights Sold

China, Turkey

Available titles

1. School is not so easy!
2. Boys...
3. Life’s hard with a hang-up!
4. School friends...
5. Fashionable
6. Arguing again with my sister
7. What at temper

8. My parents don’t agree
9. Small and big lies
10. Troubless at School
11. My sister irritates me!
12. I want to fall in love
13. I am not in a good shape
14. I’m a big girl now.
15. My parents are angry

C’est la vie, Lulu ! Doc

Character-led Series
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Technical  Specifications

Format: 130 x 130 mm
Pages: 40 
Retail price: 5,50 €
Age group: 8 and up

Character Led Series

L’école de P.A.N.
Felix, a young boy with the qualities of a cat, starts 
school on the Island of Pan, specially designed for 
Superkids. A story about budding superheroes, the 
true heirs of the characters in Marvel’s X-Men series.

Key points 

•	 	How	you	can	make	your	difference	a	force	–	the	metaphor	of	
difference	seen	through	the	prism	of	the	superpowers.	

•	 	Like	in	the	series	Scarlett et Watson	or	Sherlock Yack,	the	narration	
serves	to	incite	the	reader	to	take	part	in	the	investigation.	Clues	are	
repeated	at	the	beginning	of	each	chapter,	maps,	summaries…	

•	 	An	initiation	to	detection	as	well	as	to	comics,	stories	with	heroes.		
A	tribute	to	American	comics.	

Contents

T. 1: Le monstre de l’île 

Felix isn’t just an ordinary kid. He’s special, he has superpowers. After trying 
several schools, he knows no ordinary school will accept him. So his parents 
enrol him in the P.A.N. school, which is specially designed for the peculiar, aty-
pical and normal – special kids, like him. Here, there are some who can produce 
flames, or move objects without touching them… 

T2: L’enquête en bleu 

Water heater out of order, teachers stuck in their classroom, groups of people 
suddenly falling asleep, art class vandalised, what a mess this P.A.N. school is! So 
who’s causing all the catastrophes? That’s what Felix is going to find out…

T3: Le sortilège du scarabée 

Felix and his friends leave the Island of Pan for a school outing. Direction: the 
Heroes Museum! In the Ancient Egyptian room, the guide tells them the story of 
Nesystanebetisherou, whose mummy is right here, a person no one and nothing 
could kill. 

T4: Dix petits pères Noël

Stress and snowstorms are mercilessly punishing the Island of Pan. Félix, Bilal and 
their friends cannot leave the island because of the terrible weather conditions. 
This year, it will be impossible to spend the end of year festivities with the family.

The Authors

Born in 1977, Maëlle Fierpied spent her childhood in Normandy ‘surrounded by 
cows and apples’. She studied French and linguistics before working in a child-
ren’s bookshop. She writes fantasy novels for L’École des loisirs and Milan. 
Yomgui Dumont was born in 1974 in the suburbs of Paris. After artistic studies, 
he took any job that involved using a pencil or a mouse: cartoons, multimedia, 
advertising, press, publishing… 
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Technical Specifications

Format: 123 x 178 mm
Pages: 48
Retail price: 5,30 €
Age group: 7 and up

4 Titles available

Thierry contre les kidnappeurs
Thierry président !
Thierry et le gang de la plage
Complot à l’école Ninja

Thierry le ver de terre
An unexpected, funny and mischievious new 
character of fiction : Thierry the Earthworm! It is 
a very special new detective trying to solve most 
delicate enquiries.

Content
Thierry contre les kidnappeurs
Calamity! Rocky Boy, the President’s daughter’s pony, has been kidnapped. 
The investigation appears to be a delicate one, so the president decides to put 
Thierry the Earthworm on the case…
What a wild idea – to ask an earthworm to solve a problem in State affairs!

Thierry president!
In the electrifying atmosphere of an election campaign, Thierry has to solve a 
case and avoid a scandal: the kidnapping of lovable little kittens.

Thierry et le gang de la plage
Even on holiday, Thierry’s not one for lazing around on the beach… 
Thierry needs a holiday. With his two hats – detective and president – he’s 
exhausted. He’s enjoying the peaceful life by the seaside when suddenly, the 
goings-on of hooded men attract his attention…

Author

Paul MARTIN writes novels for children and scenarios for comic books (Kiki et Aliène, 
Maudit Manoir, Docteur Enigmus) and creates images and texts for an older audience. 
He lives in Lille with a very lazy cat.

Illustrator

Manu Boisteau
With Paul Martin, he created a series of comic books for Astrapi magazine. He also 
published L’encyclopédie approximative du poney (Thierry Magnier). 

Character-Led Series
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«Tu lis, je lis»
Short, 32-page stories, to be read in two voices: the 
dialogues are accessible to a child at the end of the 
first term of their first year at primary school - for 
some, even at the end of nursery school. The narrative 
part is designed to be read by the second reader. The 
books in this series offer beginners the pleasure of 
sharing a reading experience with an autonomous 
reader.

Key points

•	 	The	texts	are	adapted	to	children	learning	to	read
•	 	The	text	to	be	read	by	the	beginner	was	specifically	written	for	that	

level.	The	author	worked	with	the	help	of	a	primary	teacher	who	
established	guidelines	taking	the	learning	process	into	account.	Each	
story	has	been	tested	by	5-6	children	in	their	first	year	at	school.

•	 	Thanks	to	the	second,	autonomous	reader,	the	author	has	been	able	
to	construct	a	real	story.

•	 	Difficult	words	are	explained	on	the	flaps.
•	 	So	that	the	younger	child	can	find	them	more	easily,	

the	dialogues	are	introduced	by	a	pictogram	
representing	the	character	who	is	speaking.

•	 	Richly	illustrated	to	assist	comprehension.

Contents

Two very different novels launch the series: one plays on the emotions, the other 
on humour, both written by authors who have a rich experience of writing for this 
age group.

1 • L’ami de Naoki

Japan. A little boy meets a dog who becomes his friend for life...
Naoki lives in a village in Japan. One day, when leaving school, he meets a big dog who 
follows him home. But Naoki’s parents won’t let the dog into the house. After dinner, 
Naoki feels the ground beneath him start to shake...  And it’s the big dog that finds him 
and drags him from the rubble...

2 • Laisse-moi entrer, Poulette !

When a fox turns up at the party in the hen house...
To celebrate Christmas, Polie the hen has invited all her 
friends. Just as the festivities are beginning, she hears the 
bell ring at the door of the hen house. It’s a fox! He tells her 
he can’t possibly do any harm, because… he’s lost all his 
teeth. Polie is about to let him in, but her friends don’t agree!

3 • Les mots de Papi s’envolent

For some time now, Thomas’s granddad hasn’t been his usual self. He stutters, becomes 
irritated and can’t find his words... it’s just as if they’ve flown away. Thomas can even spot 
them as they escape from his grandfather’s head and fly out the window! Quick, he’s got 
to catch those rascally words… With a butterfly net and a bit of skill, it’s child’s play!

Fiction Series

Technical Specifications

Format: 145 x 190 mm
Pages: 32
Retail price: 5,50 €
Age group: 6 and up

30 Titles Available

L’ami de Naoki
Laisse-moi entrer, Poulette
Les mots de Papi s’envolent
Une belle découverte
La pêche aux étoiles
À l’eau, Lili !
Tu es triste Jojo
Mais où sont passées nos affaires?
Un éléphant pour mes 7 ans
Tu seras un grand roi comme papa
Oh crottes! encore des carottes!
Le crayon magique
C’est si bon d’être grognon
La baignoire aux sirènes
Bonbon est né !
Un amour de vampire
Le cheval de Lucas
La fusée de Zoé
Lenny le petit kangourou
Les bulles déboulent
Vlad arrête tes salades !
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Pour les 

apprentis

lecteurs 

Naoki vit dans un village, au Japon. 
Un jour, en sortant de l’école, il croise 
un grand chien. Celui-ci suit Naoki jusque chez lui. 
Les deux nouveaux amis vont affronter 
ensemble un évènement terrible…

Ce petit roman est conçu pour être lu à deux. 
Un « grand » lit l’histoire avec toi : dès que 
la tête d’un personnage apparaît, 
c’est à ton tour de lire !

Japon 
C’est un pays d’Asie, 
une grande île qui se trouve 
pas très loin de la Chine, 
dans l’océan Pacifique.

Décombres 
Ce sont les restes 
(pierres, morceaux de bois…) 
d’une maison qui s’est écroulée.

Christian Lamblin 
est professeur des écoles 
dans les Yvelines. Il a écrit 
de nombreux romans pour 
la jeunesse et des ouvrages 
de pédagogie.

Après des études en arts 
plastiques au sein de l’atelier 
d’illustration Saint-Luc 
à Bruxelles, Jess Pauwels 
a illustré un album chez 
Alice éditions et des romans 
chez Actes Sud Junior.
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L’ami 
de Naoki

Christian Lamblin • Jess Pauwels

L’ami 
de Naoki

Là, tu lis !Ici, un « grand » 
te lit l’histoire

Dans l’histoire, à chaque fois 
que tu vois une petite étoile  
à côté d’un mot, c’est qu’il y a 
une explication sur ce rabat.

(*)

Laisse-moi 
entrer, 

poulette !
Laisse-moi 

entrer, 
poulette !

Stéphane Descornes • Vincent Bergier
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Ici, un « grand » 
te lit l’histoire

Là, tu lis !

Pour les 

apprentis

lecteurs 

Pour Noël, Polie la poule a réuni tous ses amis. 
Alors que la fête commence, elle entend la cloche 
tinter à l’entrée du poulailler. C’est un renard ! 
Et il a une idée derrière la tête…

Ce petit roman est conçu pour être lu à deux. 
Un « grand » lit l’histoire avec toi : dès que 
la tête d’un personnage apparaît, 
c’est à ton tour de lire !

Avoir la chair de poule 
Avoir tellement peur ou froid 
que les poils se dressent sur 
la peau. Ça ressemble un peu 
à la peau d’une poule sans plumes.

Des animaux armés 
jusqu’aux dents 
C’est une image pour dire 
que les animaux sont très armés. 
Les pirates tenaient leur couteau 
entre les dents pour garder 
les mains libres pendant 
une attaque. C’est peut-être 
de là que vient l’expression !

Dentier 
Un appareil avec des fausses dents.

Quand les poules auront 
des dents 
Ça veut dire jamais (car les poules 
n’auront jamais de dents !).

Dans l’histoire, à chaque fois 
que tu vois une petite étoile  
à côté d’un mot, c’est qu’il y a 
une explication sur ce rabat.

Stéphane Descornes 
vit en banlieue parisienne. 
Il a écrit des histoires 
et des romans chez Nathan 
et Pocket.

Vincent Bergier passe 
son enfance à dessiner  
Lucky Luke. Bien plus tard, 
il crée un fanzine de bandes 
dessinées. Depuis, il illustre 
des livres pour enfants.
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(*)

14 15

Dans la maison de Polie, une douzaine d’animaux  
sont réunis autour d’une grande table : sept poules, 
deux canards et trois cochons.

Le renard n’en croit pas ses yeux.

– Ça alors ! 
Tu as invité beaucoup d’amis !

Rights Sold

Spanish (Latin America)

108.000 
copies sold
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4 • Une belle découverte

Felix goes for a walk with his little dog, Tim. Suddenly, at a bend in the path, the dog disap-
pears from sight. Panicking, the little boy searches everywhere, running along paths, sha-
king bushes, looking in burrows... He eventually finds the dog in a grotto decorated with 
wonderful paintings. But now he’ll have to find a way out of the grotto, because the steep 
entrance passage has filled up behind him!

5 • Un amour de vampire

Croc-Croc, a very shy little vampire, falls in love with a bat …  At the prince’s ball, Croc-Croc 
fell in love with a beautiful bat. But the vampire is so shy; he doesn’t dare strike up a conver-
sation. When his friends talk him into approaching his beloved, Croc- Croc realises that she is 
already spoken for… and his heart breaks into a thousand pieces! Fortunately, Taboulée, the 
fairy who repairs broken hearts, flies to his recue.

6 • Un éléphant pour mes 7 ans 

What’s Anna’s dream gift for her birthday? An elephant!  On a visit to the zoo, Anna falls in 
love with the elephants. She decides to ask for one for her birthday. To her great surprise, 
her parents accept her idea for a gift! But soon Anna starts worrying: with an elephant in 
the house, life could be complicated …

7 • La pêche aux étoiles 

Two little witches play with the stars when they ought to be doing their homework... 
While their mummy is away, two little witches, Lucie and Lea, decide to capture the constella-
tions. A wave of the magic wand and… whoosh! The constellation of Pisces, the Fish, comes 
flying down to land in front of them. As two enormous fish flounder on the ground, the little 
witches turn their attentions to Ursa Major, the Great Bear, then Draco, the Dragon...

8 • À l’eau, Lili! 

Lola learns to swim thanks to a very strange friend . Lola is on holiday at the seaside with 
her parents. She’d love to learn to swim, but she’s afraid of the waves, even though she’s 
wearing her rubber ring in the shape of a duck. Suddenly, she hears a tiny, high-pitched 
voice, ‘If you like, I’ll teach you how to swim.’ Lola discovers that her rubber duck can talk...

9 • Tu es triste Jojo

Sub-series: P’tit doc Tim, n° 1  
Tim is going with his dad – who’s a vet – to the circus: Jojo the monkey is sick.  Today, Tim is 
going to the circus with his dad, Doctor Plume. The circus manager is worried about his mon-
key, Jojo, who refuses to eat. When he examines Jojo with his stethoscope, Dr. Plume can’t 
find anything wrong with him, but Tim realises that Jojo is sad because his friend, Pipo the 

10 • Mais où sont passées nos affaires? 

In Julia’s class, things have started to disappear mysteriously... 
What the heck is going on in first grade? The thumb of Julia’s glove has disappeared, there’s 
a large hole in the middle of Arthur’s hat, Noé can’t find his eraser and Malo has lost his 
playtime snack. Then their teacher has an idea … Rosalie is the culprit! The mouse has built 
a comfy little home for herself in the wall of the classroom: the thumb is now her sleeping 
bag, the fragment of cap her towel and the eraser is now her little stool. And as for Malo’s 
snack... well, you can guess where that ended up!

11. Le crayon magique

Lucas has found a magic pencil: when he draws an object, it comes to life! Lucas has just 
arrived in a new town and he’s dying to meet other kids. But in the park, an older boy who’s 
playing football with his friends doesn’t want to know him. Fortunately, a girl called Lili talks to 
him and introduces her puppy, Miko. They get chatting and discover they share a dream – to 
own a horse. When he goes home, Lucas finds a pencil... a magic one! Lucas discovers its power 
when he draws a car and it turns into a real little miniature model.  So Lucas decides to give his 
new friend Lili a gift, and draws a horse. But the next day, when he goes back to the park, the 
rude boy snatches his pencil and throws it into the river...
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12 Mr Tan • Aurore Damant

Oh crotte,  
encore  

des carottes !
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Ici, un « grand »
te lit l’histoire

Là, c’est à
ton tour de lire !

IIci, un « grand » Là, c’est à

Que se passe-t-il dans la classe de CP ? 
Le pouce du gant de Julia a disparu, le bonnet 
d’Arthur a un gros trou et la gomme de Noé 
s’est envolée ! La voleuse est bien cachée, 
mais la maîtresse est trop forte, elle a deviné 
qui c’est…

Ce petit roman est conçu pour être lu à deux.
Un « grand » lit l’histoire avec toi : dès que la tête 
d’un personnage apparaît, c’est à ton tour de lire !

Se lamenter
Se plaindre, gémir, ronchonner.

Anormal
On dit qu’il y a quelque chose 
d’anormal quand il se passe 
quelque chose de bizarre, 
qui n’est pas comme d’habitude.

Abasourdi
Très étonné.

Dans l’histoire, à chaque fois
que tu vois une petite étoile (*)
à côté d’un mot, c’est qu’il y a 
une explication sur ce rabat.

Nathalie Menard est 
l’heureuse maman de deux 
enfants et vit à Chambéry. 
Mais où sont passées nos 
affaires ? est sa première 
histoire pour les enfants.

Violaine Leroy habite 
à Strasbourg. Quand 
elle était petite, elle a 
découvert que tout ce 
qui paraissait impossible 
pouvait se dessiner. Depuis, 
elle est devenue auteur 
et illustratrice. Elle crée 
aujourd’hui des images pour 
les petits et des bandes 
dessinées pour les grands.
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Mes premiers romans 
à lire à deux
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12. C’est si bon d’être grognon !

Camelia must have got out of bed on the wrong side this morning, everything’s going 
wrong! Nothing is going right today for Camelia! Her alarm clock was too noisy, at break-
fast the milk was too cold and at school, her friends are playing to most rubbishy games… 
Since it’s her turn to bring the snack for the class, she chooses her favourite, corn kernels. 
But it turns out she’s the only one who likes them. So, Camellia flies into such a rage that 
smoke comes out of her nostrils and her ears... It gets so hot that the corn turns into pop-
corn! Everyone is delighted, even Camellia, who’s bad mood disappears.

13. La baignoire aux sirènes

Party time tonight: Ninon is sleeping over at her friend Lila’s house !
Ninon loves to sleep over at Lila’s house, and what she likes best is bath time. In Lila’s 
bathroom, there’s a magnificent white bath tub. As soon as they climb in, the two friends let 
their imagination run wild: they are transformed into lovely mermaids who are on their way 
to the King Triton’s wedding, but to get there, they have to face storms and sea monsters...

14. Boubou est né! Tim, petit vétérinaire

Tim goes with his father, a vet, to see Mark the farmer whose mare is about to foal.
Tim’s dad has been called out on an emergency: Molly, the farmer’s mare, is about to give birth 
to her foal, and she’s suffering. As he prepares an injection to relieve her pain, Dr. Plume realizes 
he has left the medication in his car. Tim runs to get it, but the rain is pouring down and he slips, 
falls… and crushes to box of ampoules. So Tim rushes to the village chemist shop...

15. Mission Pissenlit

Written by Didier Lévy, ill. by Anne Rouquette. For his mother’s birthday, Basile and his 
dad are preparing a big surprise… 

16. Tom et la galette

Written by Sidonie Ven Den Dries, ill. by Peter Elliott. Tom loves Lila. But he’s so shy! 
They’re going to eat king cake – if he’s king, will he have the nerve to make her his queen?

17. Sidonie au pays du vent

Written by Catherine de Lasa, ill. by Olivier Latyk. Sidonie and her dad planted some 
wheat seeds in their field. But the Wind has carried them away. They will have no harvest! 
The little girl decides to go to the Wind palace to take back the seeds that were stolen. 

18. L’incroyable chapeau

Written by Anne Schmauch, ill. by Marion Puech. There’s no such thing as magic – not real 
magic! There’s always a “trick”. But one simple hat and we’re not so sure! 

19. Le petit prince et le dragon

Written by Stéphane Daniel, ill. by Lucile Ahrweiller. Little Prince Colin’s dream is to ride 
off and fight monsters. So when he discovers that a dragon is wreaking havoc and terror 
in the kingdom, he jumps on his horse and sounds the attack!

20. Maîtresse, appelez-moi princesse !

Written by Mr Tan, ill. by Aurore Damant. To go to school, Fanny has put on her most beau-
tiful dress. She looks like a princess!

21. Champion des doudous

Written by Nathalie Stragier, ill. by Amélie Graux. When his little sister Adèle is born, six-
year-old Hugo notices that the adults around him start behaving strangely.

Fiction Series
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Technical  Specifications

Format: 142 x 190 mm
Pages: 24 
Retail price: 4,99 €
Age group: 5 and up

Fiction Series

Milan Poche Poussin

A brand new series for brand new readers!  
This series is ideal for children who have just begun 
learning to read. 

As usual, the motto is : reading for pleasure! 

Key points 

•	 	An	exotic	or	funny	story	with	a	character	who’s	brimming	with	talent!	
•	 	A	book	in	three	parts:	the	first	to	warm	up	(with	games),	the	second	

for	the	pleasure	of	reading,	the	third	to	relax!	

Contents

Chat Molli et chat Mollo

Molli and Mollo, two cats that live in Saint-Malo. 
Molli and Mollo are great pals. Molli is the little cat, Mollo is the big one. One of 
them has got enough energy for two, that’s Molli. The other tends to laze around 
all day, that’s Mollo. Inseparable, Molli and Mollo do everything together: rafting, 
cycling, shopping and cooking.

Kop le robot

Lucie has a new super-buddy: Kop the robot! 
Lucie’s father is an inventor. He gave her a super gift: a robot, to be her friend! 
Together, they play all day. Kop the robot can do anything: play football, cycle, 
skipping… Everything except one thing – he can’t give her a hug. When it comes 
to cuddles, he gets a bug, doesn’t understand. But that doesn’t matter – she’s 
got her Dad for that!

Le cochon qui parle

Gaston is off to see his friend, Lola the cow. On the way, he meets the postman, 
the greengrocer and the teacher…
Gaston the pig is very happy. He’s going to see his friend Lola the cow today. On 
the way, he meets the postman. Always polite, Gaston says Good Morning! But 
talking pigs, that doesn’t exist!

Allô, docteur Napapeur!

Panic stations! All the animals are sick. Fortunately Dr. Napapeur is there to help 
them. Unless it’s the other way round?
Something’s far wrong with the animals! The zebra has spots all over his stripes, 
the crocodile’s tears and burning his lashes, the gorilla’s heart starts to thump 
when he sees his neighbour. The situation is serious. Only one solution: they 
must call Dr. Napapeur, the lion.

30 Titles Available

À fond la musique
Cache-cache gorille
Drôles de fantômes
Margot et Cacao
Pilou-Pilou super-fort
Une vache dans le poulailler
Allo, Docteur Napapeur
Chat Molli et chat Mollo
Le cirque de Gaga
Le cochon qui parle
La fée Garobosse
Gare ou loup
Le goûter de l’Ogre
Lalla la maligne
Lucie et le robot
Poussin surprise
Sorcière et carabistouillle
Chuut Je lis !
Mon voisin est un monstre
La pêche à l’ours
Je ne veux pas déménager
Maman du pirate
Pas de dent pour la souris
Sac à malice
Trois loup et un cochon
Un dragon trop bougon
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Gare au loup!

Alice has a mission: to carry a tart and a little pot of chocolate to her grandmo-
ther. Of course, she must not cut through the forest: it’s much too dangerous. 
Naturally, Alice couldn’t give a hoot. And of course, the ending is not what we 
expected!

Le goûter de l’ogre

A real knight has to know how to handle a sword! But Simon prefers his paint-
brushes and pencils. So when a starving ogre appears, what good is Simon to 
anyone?
At the knight’s school, Simon is not the best swordsman. Combat just isn’t his 
thing. What Simon likes is drawing. One day, a famished ogre arrives in the castle 
courtyard and eats the teacher and all the pupils in one single snap of his jaws!
Trapped in the monster’s belly, the knights wonder what to do.

La pêche à l’ours

Little Eagle is a great fisherman. But so is the bear! When the bear tries to steal 
Little Eagle’s fish, the Little Indian puts up a good fight!
Little Eagle is a great fisherman – he can even catch a fish with his hands! 

Chuuuut, je lis! 

Gontran is a little dinosaur who just wants to read all day. Nothing and no one can 
drag him away from his books. Nothing? No one? Is that so? 

Carabistouilles et sortilèges 

Carabossue the witch is baffled: her animals, who are usually so grumpy, are 
being very sweet and helpful. What’s going on?

Mon voisin est un monstre 

A new neighbour who’s fat, tall and green all over? What could be weirder… 
Timéo has a new neighbour who’s big and fat. He’s just got to be an ogre!

Poussin surprise

Lisette is the only hen in the coop that never lays an egg. Obviously, the other hens 
make fun of her. She’d better lay an egg as soon as possible, whatever it costs! 
Every morning, the hens lay eggs as they sing their morning song. Lovely white, 
round eggs. But Lisette can sing till she’s hoarse and ruffle her feathers – nothing, 
no eggs in view… Lisette has to do something or she’ll be the ridicule of the hen 
coop. So one night, she leaves… 

La fée carabosse

Garobosse the fairy is so good at magic, but clumsy in every other 
area of life. Will she ever find her Prince Charming? Of course she will! 
Garobosse is a really talented fairy when it comes to magic. But in her life, it’s 
another story! How clumsy she is! A shelf falls down? Smack – you can be sure 
it’ll land on her head! 
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La maman du pirate

A pirate is a pirate! Not a little boy holding his mum’s hand! Any cabin boy can 
see that!

Le sac à malices

A cumulative tale whose stars are animals, nosy animals who get trapped by 
someone smarter than they are. But all’s well that ends well.

Pas de dent pour la souris

Everyone says Armand has a lovely smile. So when one of his teeth starts to 
move, he’ll do anything – but anything – not to lose it! But the little tooth-fairy 
mouse has an idea that’ll make him give it up at last!

Trois loup et un cochon

Tom Pig is getting ready to begin his life in the pretty little shack he’s built. But 
three wolves have made up their minds to devour him. They start huffing, and 
puffing … Alone against three, how can Tom Pig save himself?

Un dragon trop bougon

Toubougon the dragon is the world’s biggest complainer. He can grumble and 
huff all day long. Whatever the season, you’re sure to find him in a cranky mood! 
What kind of a life is that! How could we help him change? Love? Friendship? 
Jokes? No one knows… This isn’t going to be easy… 

Je ne veux pas déménager

Mimo doesn’t want to move house. What about school? All her classmates? Her 
teacher, and her lessons about the stars and the planets? No, no, and no! All 
these things cannot just stop! 
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Milan Docs Benjamin
A simple and accessible story for 6 to 10-year-olds, 
rich in factual information to understand a subject 
while improving reading skills, no stress!

Key points

•	 	Text	and	lay-out	that	make	the	information	accessible	to	children	in	
their	first	two	years	at	school

•	 	The	two	parts	of	the	book	remain	closely	linked:	a	story	and	a	non-
fiction	section,	both	accessible	to	young	readers,	make	learning	
enjoyable.

•	 	Themes	that	guarantee	success:	knights,	Egypt	and	the	pyramids,	
prehistoric	man,	dinosaurs,	firefighters…

Content

In the same vein as Milan poche Banjamin, Docs Benjamin is the perfect series for young 
readers who want to combine the pleasure of reading and discovery. Docs Benjamin fea-
tures the strong elements of the Milan poche Benjamin series: the same paratext and the 
same aids to comprehension (texts adapted to the level, lexical of difficult words, story 
divided into three parts to let children make natural pauses in their reading).

Kimia, petit singe en danger

Through the experience of Abou and Awa, we discover the bonobo, one of Africa’s protec-
ted species that is nevertheless poached, and the role of animal sanctuaries. The young 
reader understands that all animals cannot be pets, that we much respect the nature of 
each one. 
Fact file 1: Protected species. Fact file 2: Poaching. Fact file 3: The bonobo sanctuary

Le réveil du volcan

Discover volcanoes through the story of Anika. Each chapter of the story refers to an 
information section that informs the young reader about one precise aspect of these 
natural wonders. 
Fact file 1: Where are the volcanoes? Fact file 2: How are they made? Fact file 3: What are 
the effects of an eruptions?

Anhour, petit scribe

Anhour dreams of becoming a scribe – an impossible dream since he doesn’t even go to 
school! But that doesn’t stop him from passing his time drawing symbols on the ground 
with a stick…
One day he goes off with his friend Anouket to see a pyramid and discovers hieroglyphs 
painted on the walls. Anhour is fascinated! His excitement drives him to steal a reed pen 
from the scribe working there...
Reading about Anhour’s dream, children discover hieroglyphs and writing in the times 
of the Ancient Egyptians. Each chapter of the story refers to a corresponding non-fiction 
section that lets the child discover a precise feature of life in Ancient Egypt: hieroglyphs 
and mummies.
Fact file 1: Hieroglyphs. Fact file 2: The pyramids. Fact file 3: School in the times of the 
pharaohs.

NEW

Fiction series

Technical specifications

Format: 130 x 180 mm
Pages: 40
Retail price: 5,70 €
Age group: 6 and up

8  Titles available

La chasseuse de Mammouth
Gaspard et les drôles de machines
Anthour, petit scribe
Au secours !
Cours, petit dino !
Pépi, chevalier pressé
Kimia, petit singe en danger
Le réveil du Volcan

Le réveil 
du volcan
Benoît Broyart
Max de Radiguès
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Je lis, je découvre

editionsmilan.com

Une histoire à lire…

et des pages docs 
pour en savoir plus !

CODE PRIX : MP2 
ISBN : 978-2-7459-8172-1

En Islande, Anika passe ses vacances 
chez sa grand-mère. Mamy vit avec 
sa petite chienne, Nikie, près du grand 
volcan. Il paraît qu’un géant habite dans 
le cratère. Soudain, le volcan se met 
à fumer. Le géant serait-il en colère ?

Après l’histoire d’Anika, découvre 
les volcans à travers trois parties 
documentaires :

Les personnages

Anika

Mamy

Nikie

Quand 
le volcan entre 

en éruption

Des volcans 
tous différents

Tu trouveras ici les définitions 
des mots en gras.

Des volcans
sous 

surveillance

7

Pour les 6-8 ans

Volcan (p. 2) : relief, 
souvent en forme de cône, 
qui peut émettre des matières 
en fusion venant de l’intérieur 
de la Terre. Les volcans sont 
impressionnants et dangereux.

Cratère (p. 2) : c’est 
la « bouche » du volcan, 
l’ouverture par laquelle 
la lave sort. Des trolls sont 
enfermés dans les cratères.

Éruption (p. 2) : rejet par un 
volcan de blocs, de roches 
fondues, de gaz. Si le volcan 
entre en éruption, c’est que 
la déesse se met en colère.

Panache (p. 15) : ici, gros 
nuage de fumée qui surmonte 
le volcan. Mamy regarde 
le gros panache de fumée.
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Pépin

Pépin is a young equerry. Today, he is going with Lord Bernard, who is setting off to war 
with King Odo. But the king is in danger, and Pépin will save his life. The brave equerry 
Pépin is made a knight. 
Reading Pépin’s story, children discover the world of knights. Each chapter of the story 
refers to a corresponding non-fiction section that lets the child discover one precise fea-
ture about the world of knights and knighthood.
Fact file 1: The training of a knight. Fact file 2: The role of the equerry. Fact file 3: Dubbing

Au secours

Léa and Tom stay at home while their father goes shopping. For their four o’clock snack, 
all they can find in the house is some sliced bread to toast. So in the meantime, they play 
a little, the toast bursts into flames and sets their flat on fire!  They have been taught 
what to do, so Lea and Tom don’t panic -  while Lea places a damp cloth along the bottom 
edge of the door, Tom calls the fire brigade. Then they take refuge on the balcony. A few 
minutes later the fire engine arrives. The children did the right thing – the fire is extin-
guished and there isn’t too much damage.     
Through the misadventures of Tom and Lea, children discover what fire-fighters do. Each 
chapter of the story refers to a corresponding non-fiction section with precise information 
about one feature. 
Fact file 1: The role of the fire fighters. Fact file 2: Life in the fire station. Fact file 3: The 
firefighters intervene

Fiction series
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Cours petit dino   

Victor, the young velociraptor, doesn’t feel very pleased with himself. He’d like to be as 
big as a diplodocus, and as strong as tyrannosaurus. But when he and his family are 
attacked, by those very tyrannosaurus, he can’t deny his own outstanding talent – speed! 
Through the story of Victor, children discover the differences between dinosaurs. Each 
chapter of the story refers to a corresponding non-fiction section with precise information 
about one feature. 
Fact file 1: The different families of dinosaurs. Fact file 2: Dinosaurs, fussy diners!. Fact 
file 3: Life in the community

La chasse de mammouth

Tulie, a little girl in a Cro-Magnon family, has a dream: she’d love to go hunting with her 
father. She’s fed up being stuck with woman’s work: cooking food, sewing furs together, 
keeping the fires burning. One day her father agrees to teach her. Tulie learns to throw 
the assegai, force out the   prey and attract it into a trap. But hunting is a difficult art, in 
a world that is hostile and relentless for man. On this first hunt, Tulie comes back empty 
handed: the deer could sense the hunters coming and managed to escape. But there’ll be 
another day. Next time, it’s certain, Tulie will come back with a trophy.
The non-fiction section is divided into three themes:
Fact file 1: Daily life of the Cro-Magnon. Fact file 2: To the hunt!. Fact file 3: Nothing’s 
wasted in the mammoth! 

Fiction series
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Gaspard et les drôles de machines

Gaspard is most impressed: he’s going to meet Leonardo da Vinci at Clos Lucé. A naturally 
curious boy, he’ll be able to ask the great inventor lots of questions. But before mee-
ting him, Gaspard has to wait in his study. He finds paintings the master is still working 
on, plans and models of incredible inventions. So he starts rummaging and, completely 
absorbed by the things he finds, he doesn’t hear the master’s approaching footsteps…
Through Gaspard’s dream, children discover a great genius, Leonardo da Vinci.  Each 
chapter of the story refers to a corresponding non-fiction section that lets children find 
out more about one aspect of Leonardo da Vinci’s life. 
Fact file 1: The Renaissance. Fact file 2: Leonardo de Vinci’s artistic life. Fact file 3: His 
incredible inventions

Fiction series
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NEW

Key points

•	 	A	new	series	and	a	new	approach	to	history	based	on	three	strong	
axes:	emotions,	identification	and	reflection.

•	 	A	simple	presentation	with	easy-to-access	information
•	 	Illustrations	that	complement	the	narrative	and	the	non-fiction	pages
•	 	A	selection	ideally	suited	to	young	readers	about	to	leave	primary	

school	(cycle	3).

A few Synopsis

Titus, le jeune Romain gracié par l’empereur

 This story is set in the times of the Roman Empire. Titus, a brave young man, helps a 
fire-fighter to rescue a young girl from the flames. A friendship is born between them that 
leads Titus all the way to the arena of the Circus Maximus. 

La véritable histoire de Myriam, enfant juive pendant la Seconde Guerre Mondiale

Myriam lives with her parents near Paris. She knows almost nothing about what’s been 
happening in France since the German occupation. 
Until one evening, her parents are arrested by the Gestapo... 

La véritable histoire de Paulin, le petit paysan qui rêvait d’être chevalier 

Little Eudes is obsessed with the idea of becoming a knight. But he’s only a little country 
boy, living in the feudal society of the Middle Ages and obliged to help his parents farm 
the fields? Fortunately, Eudes has a rich imagination and he always finds opportunities 
to mime his courageous exploits…

Thordis, la petite Viking qui partit à la découverte de l’Amérique

Thordis takes us with her on a Viking ship for an icy expedition from Greenland to New-
foundland.  We are in the year 1000 A.D. and 11 year-old Thordis lives in a coastal village 
in Greenland. She persuades her parents to let her sail off to discover new territories and 
ends up joining the famous captain Freydis.

La veritable histoire de Tanomo qui révait de devenir samouraï

In feudal Japan, in the 19th century, the story of two young boys who thwart a plot. 

La veritable histoire d’Angela qui manifesta aux côtés de Martin Luther King

In racist America, at the end of the 1960s, the rise of the pacifist struggle against segre-
gation seen through the eyes young Angela.

A new fiction series to introduce the most important 
moments of our History.  

Technical Specifications

Format: 14,5 x 19 cm 
Pages: 48
Retail price: 5,90 !
Age group: 8 and up

22  Titles Available 

Titus - Roman Empire
Myriam- World War II
Paulin - Middle Age
Neferet - Egyptian time
Pierrot - King Louis XIV
Louise - Industrial revolution
Yéga - Prehistory
Timée - Greek Slave
Thordis - Viking
Jules - Napoléon
Margot - French Revolution
Diego - Christopher Columbus
Bartholomé - Middle Age Cathedrale
Livia - Pompéi
Marcel - World War I
Sandro - Leonard de Vinci
Léon - Paris libération
Cléandre - Molière theater
Tona - Prehistorical Sculpturer
Arthur - An immigrant in New York
Tanomo - Samouraï
Angela - Martin Luther King

Les romans

Fiction Series
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15-year-old Liam, recuperating from an illness, is 
sent to live in a manor peopled with the most bizarre 
guests imaginable… A new series from the pen of 
Évelyne Brisou-Pellen, a blue-chip value in children’s 
literature!

Le Manoir
by Évelyne Brisou-Pellen

Key points

•	 A	renowned	French	author
•	 	A	series	consisting	of	at	least	5	titles,	in	the	same	vein		

as	The	Spook	Apprentice
•	 	A	fascinating	novel	blends	past	and	present,		

the	everyday	and	the	fantastic,	and	tales	of	love	and	friendship
•	 	An	unforgettable	universe,	packed	with	great	and	original	ideas	and	

of	course	endearing	characters

Technical Specifications

Format: 135 x 200 mm
Pages: 450
Retail Price: 13,50 €
Age Group: 12 and up 

8 Titles Available
Season 1
1. Liam et la carte d’éternité
2. Cléa et la porte des fantômes
3. Alisande et le Cercle de feu
4. Nils et le pacte des démons
5. Lou et l’île maudite
6. Alec et le strigoï

Season 2
1. Le collège de la délivrance
2. La maison des secrets

Contents

15-year-old Liam is sent off in a lonely, isolated manor. This convalescent home, 
with no telephone and no electricity, also has a psychiatric department. Liam 
eventually learns that the dangerous patients are kept under lock and key in a 
secret room in the building. He attempts to flee the Manor but without success; 
and he begins to get on  well with Cléa, a young girl of his own age who seems to 
be profoundly sad, though healthy in mind. Little by little, Liam discovers that all 
these patients are in fact dead, they are phantoms. Each one must find a solution 
to a specific problem before he or she can pass into the after-life. And Liam alone 
is able to help many of the patients resolve the problems that imprison them in 
the Manor…

The second season begins! Liam, Clea and the others are obliged to leave their 
luxurious abode in the Manor and find refuge in the land of the living… a world 
where grey ghosts may come and go as they please.

Author

Évelyne Brisou-Pellen lives in Rennes. After studying contemporary literature, she 
soon began writing tales and novels for children.  Her books have been published 
by Pocket Jeunesse, Nathan, Gallimard, Rageot, Hachette and many more. She 
has received numerous awards, including the Grand Prix du livre pour la jeunesse 
in 1984 for Prisonnière des Mongols (Pocket Jeunesse).

Fiction Series
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Évelyne Brisou-Pellen

Alisande et le Cercle de feu

La plus noire 
des âmes n’est pas celle 

qu’on croit...

tome 1 tome 2
3

Évelyne Brisou-Pellen 
vit en Bretagne, non loin de la 
forêt de Brocéliande. Elle aime 
l’Histoire et ses mystères. Elle 
est l’un des auteurs jeunesse 
français les plus lus.

« Le souffle court, réfrénant 
mon envie de fuir, je saisis la 
patte de lion en bronze et don-
nai trois coups sur la porte. 
Je me demandais pourquoi 
j’étais là et si je n’étais pas 
devenue folle. »

Deux nouveaux pensionnaires 
se présentent au manoir en deux 
jours ! D’abord Alisande, une 
jeune fille ravissante, qui 
arrive... en barque ! Elle ne 
veut pas dire d’où elle vient, 
mais elle est marquée par le 
souvenir d’un incendie et se 
sent terriblement coupable. 
C’est suffisant pour que Liam 
ait envie d’en savoir plus. Le 
second, Désiré, semble moins 
tourmenté. Il a toujours le 
sourire et sait se faire appré-
cier de tous. Le docteur Roy 
leur attribue une chambre 
à l’étage des fantômes blancs. 
Pourtant...Al
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Découvre d’autres livres 
à ne pas lire la nuit 
sur www.faismoipeur.fr

www.bayard-editions.com
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Évelyne Brisou-Pellen

Nic et le Pacte des démons

Il est des blessures
que le temps n’efface pas...

tome 1 tome 2 tome 3
4

Évelyne Brisou-Pellen 
vit en Bretagne, non loin de la 
forêt de Brocéliande. Elle aime 
l’Histoire et ses mystères. Elle 
est l’un des auteurs jeunesse 
français les plus lus.

« J’observai la façade 
percée de hautes fenêtres 
et les marches de pierre qui 
menaient à la porte d’entrée 
(...). Maintenant, silence 
et discrétion. J’étais au 
bon endroit, et l’heure de la 
vengeance allait sonner. »

En arrivant à la porte du ma-
noir, Nic retrouve par hasard 
son amie Suzanne qui, comme 
lui, hante depuis longtemps 
le monde des vivants. Ce 
sont tous deux des fantômes 
blancs, mais ils refusent de dire 
qui ils sont et d’où ils viennent. 
Personne au manoir ne se doute 
donc de leurs intentions. 
Pourtant, Nic a une idée fixe : 
punir celui qui lui a ôté la vie. 
Et pour cela, il est prêt à tout, 
même à libérer les fantômes 
gris !
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Découvre d’autres livres 
à ne pas lire la nuit 
sur www.faismoipeur.fr

www.bayard-editions.com
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Manoir_TOME4_OK.indd   1-5 06/08/14   11:24

more than 
120.000 copies

Rights sold

Poland
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Maliki

The launch of a new fiction series that recounts the 
everyday life of Maliki, a young girl with a strong 
character and a great sense of humour.

Key points

•	 	Maliki,	is	Bayard’s	new	hero,	but	she’s	no	stranger	to	kids!	Her	
eponymous	graphic	novel	has	sold	150,000	copies	to	date	and	an	
eagerly-awaited	volume	7	is	in	the	pipeline	for	July	2015.

•	 	The	Maliki	blog	is	a	runaway	success,	there	are	70,000	fans	on	the	
Facebook	page,	and	competitions	are	organised	every	week	to	gain	
the	loyalty	of	a	multitude	of	fans...	An	author	who	is	completely	tuned	
into	his	fan	base!

Makiki T.1 : L’autre fille dans le miroir

13-year-old Maliki feels different from other young girls. And with good reason! With her 
rose-coloured hair and pointed ears, she is also more mature and pragmatic than her 
companions. But the schoolgirl is also carrying a weighty secret: her body is inhabited 
by a supernatural creature called Lady, which is a fusion of Maliki’s dead cat and her own 
spirit. This girl/feline is slowly awakening within Maliki and is now keen to emerge and 
explore the world. She must learn to gain control over this presence, as fascinating as it 
is disturbing, as well as the strange powers it confers upon her… 
What with the need to identify the origins of this metamorphosis, the everyday life of a 
schoolgirl, her difficulty in fitting in when she has no desire to follow the norms, puppy 
love and super powers: Maliki’s life is a mystery-packed rollercoaster ride!

Makiki T.2 : L’esprit empoisonné

Maliki is on top of the world – she’s made lots of new friends but above all, she has 
managed to gain control over Lady, her supernatural double.
But having fantastic powers isn’t everything, you have to know how to use them wisely. 
Lady is invisible and there’s a strong temptation to use her a little more often every day….
Everything goes haywire when two classes in her grade go to the snow class in the moun-
tains. Maliki’s behaviour finally attracts the attention of Angelique and Vlad. 
Maliki’s life is about to become complex again!

About the author

After obtaining a high school diploma in science, David Kubacki, alias Maliki, studied 
the visual arts and multimedia design at Paris 3. He is also a computer graphic artist 
and worked for a few years for Ankama, the publisher and creator of the Dofus-Wakfu 
universe and publisher of the Maliki albums.
Maliki was born in 1995 on a sheet of finely squared paper. Weary of being doodled, 
she decided to draw herself every week on the Internet. Like the relationship between 
a ventriloquist and his dummy, Maliki’s creator took a back seat and let his star revel in 
the limelight. Maliki encourages us to imagine that she, alone, is the author of her own 
graphic adventures…

Technical specifications

Format: 135 x 200 mm
Pages: 256
Retail price: 11,90 €
Age group: 12 and up

Fiction
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The life of an orphan, a daring, independent kind of 
girl, who lived in the Middle Ages.

Ysée

Key points

•	 	A	likeable	heroine,	fearless	and	determined,	in	search	of	her	true	
identity.

•	 The	first	novel	in	a	trilogy.
•	 	An	author,	whose	reputation	in	children’s	fiction	is	firmly	established,	

depicts	with	great	talent	the	fascinating	period	of	the	Middle	Ages,	
the	lifestyle	and	beliefs.

Technical Specifications

Format: 135 x 190 mm
Pages: 450
Retail Price: 12,90 € 
Age Group: From 10 and up 

3 Titles Available

Vol.1: Le Reliquaire d’Argent
Vol.2: Le Ménestrel
Vol.3: Le pas de la Dame Blanche 

Synopsis

When her mother died, Ysée, still a baby, was entrusted to the sisters in 
a convent who in turn handed her over to Perrenote, already the mother 
of five boys. Perrenote brought Ysée up like her own daughter. Afraid she 
might be taken away from her, she told the nuns that the little girl had 
died. But in reality, Ysée was growing up to be a happy little girl in her 
adoptive family.
In 1453, the Abbess of the convent discovers that Ysée is still alive when 
the Mayor of the town asks for the girl’s hand in marriage. The Abbess 
accepts to grant the girl in exchange for the property of a little woods near 
the convent. But Ysée, who will soon be twelve, doesn’t want to marry the 
Mayor...

The Author

Evelyne Brison-Pellen lives in Rennes. After studying French literature, she 
soon decided to devote her time to writing tales and novels for the young. 
Her books have been published by Nathan, Gallimard and Rageot.

ISBN 978-2-7470-3935-2
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Châtillon, duché de Bourgogne, 1453. 
Abandonnée à sa naissance, 

Ysée vit depuis toujours chez 
sa nourrice Perrenote et ses cinq fi ls, 
qui sont comme ses frères. 
Elle n’a que douze ans quand le maire 
de la ville, un homme beaucoup 
plus âgé qu’elle, demande sa main. 
Elle refuse, mais son avis ne compte pas, 
et celui de Perrenote non plus. 
Car, contrairement à ce qu’elle croit, 
elle n’est pas orpheline. 
Et l’ombre de son père, dont personne 
ne veut lui parler, fait planer 
une menace sur sa vie.
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Ysée
1. Le reliquaire d’argent

Le destin d’une jeune fi lle 
indépendante et audacieuse,
rattrapée par son mystérieux passé.
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by Evelyne Brisou-Pellen
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Toujours déguisée en garçon, Ysée 

attend Joffrey à Semur quand 
elle croise ses pires ennemis, les Coquillards. 
Elle ne peut que s’enfuir. Errant dans 
le brouillard, elle s’arrête dans 
une auberge, et y surprend un complot 
ourdi par un inconnu... dont elle reconnaît 
le regard ! Serait-il son père ? 
La voilà de nouveau obligée de fi ler, 
les hommes du conspirateur à 
ses trousses. En danger de mort, 
Ysée n’a pourtant qu’une idée 
en tête : retrouver Joffrey. Mais 
avec lui comme avec son père, 
elle n’est pas au bout de ses surprises…
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3. Le pas de la Dame blanche
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Le destin d’une jeune fi lle 
indépendante et audacieuse, 
rattrapée par son mystérieux passé.

Ysée

YSEE3_couv.indd   1-3 17/04/12   09:56
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Feuilleton d’Ulysse, 
Hermès, Thésée

Returning to the oral tradition of the earliest 
storytelling, these mythological tales can be read 
aloud, shared with the family or in the classroom. 

Written to be accessible to all, they propose answers 
– often fabulous ones – to the questions that every 
human being asks. 

They aspire to be a space of meeting, listening and 
dialogue between young and old.

Key points

•  A book that encourages readers to take pleasure in discovering and 
rediscovering Greek mythology.

•  The text, written and structured to be read aloud in the classroom or 
at home, revives the oral tradition specific to myths.

• Divided into episodes to create an effect of constant suspense.
•  Sébastien Thibault’s illustrations sublimate the force of emotions in 

each episode, leaving plenty of leeway for symbolic interpretation.
• The series is highly esteemed and recommended by teachers. 
•  A blog will soon be set up, allowing readers to share their 

impressions and teachers their in-class experience.
•  The first two volumes of La Mythologue grecque en cent épisodes: 

Le feuilleton d’Hermès and Le feuilleton de Thésée, sold 56,000 and 
26,000 copies respectively.

About the authors

Murielle Szac was born in Lyon in 1964. Always a lover of words, she became a writer 
and journalist and was for many years editor-in-chief of the magazines Popi, Tralalire 
and Belles Histoires. So she knows the world of tiny tots inside out, as well as school, 
because nowadays she is involved in developing the link between Bayard’s magazines 
and teachers. She likes stories that make you laugh, cry or dream, stories that deal with 
essential themes and fill you with a desire to change the world. She is also the editor 
of the ‘Ceux qui ont dit non’ series (Actes Sud Junior) and ‘Poés’idéal’ (Editions Bruno 
Doucey).

Sébastien Thibault lives in Gaspésie, Quebec. When working out his illustrations, he 
attaches great importance to the concept, the creation of objects, shapes and symbolic 
colours. For him, everything originates in the mind; the pencil only comes later. His work 
has been published in prestigious magazines such as Time, The New York Times, The Wall 
Street Journal and The Boston Globe.

Technical specifications

Format: 230 x 265 mm
Pages: 288
Retail price: 19,90 €
Age group: 5 and up

Tales and Mythology

Rights Sold

China, Korea, 
English (Worldwide)
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Le feuilleton d’Hermès - Vol 1

 “The sun was still low in the sky when Hermes emerged from his mother’s womb. He 
stretched, yawned and jumped to his feet. Then he ran to the entrance of the grotto 
where he had just been born to admire the world. ‘How beautiful it is!’ he murmured.”
With these words begins Le feuilleton d’Hermès, the young god of Greek mytho-
logy who discovers the world… as a child. Infused with the breath of the founding 
myths, this book encourages us to read with a spirit of adventure, following the 
thousand and one twists and turns of a story whose connecting thread is the hero. 

Le feuilleton de Thésée - Vol 2

After Le feuilleton d’Hermès, Murielle Szac invites her young readers to plunge once 
more into Greek mythology with another hero, Theseus. 100 episodes recount how the 
young man grows up, builds his personality and encounters numerous mythological 
characters (Hercules, Chiron the centaur, Oedipus, Phaedra and, of course, Ariadne and 
the Minotaur). The story of Theseus’s life, told as an authentic initiatory tale, raises all 
the fundamental issues: war, love, jealousy, the quest for one’s origins and identity, the 
search for notions of Good and Evil. Broken up into short suspense-filled episodes, Le 
feuilleton de Thésée can be enjoyed like an adventure novel. Although the author skilfully 
juggles emotions and passions (intrigues and coups de theatre abound) she also aspires 
to revive the oral tradition, making the story accessible to young readers as well as non-
readers.

N  Le feuilleton d’Ulysse - Vol 3

When he departs for the Trojan War, Ulysses is well aware of the Oracle’s prediction: he 
will not set foot again in Ithaca, his island, for twenty years…
Ulysses the voyager who knows, as he leaves his beloved Ithaca, his loving Penelope and 
his little son Telemachus, that he will not see them again for twenty years, not until he 
has explored unknown seas and lands, not until he has fulfilled his destiny. 
Divided into short suspense-filled episodes, Le feuilleton d’Ulysse is above all an epic 
novel. The author has combined episodes from The Iliad and The Odyssey to create a 
tale packed with thrills, but she also aspires to revive the oral tradition, making the story 
accessible to young readers as well as non-readers.

Tales and mythology
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Héros de légende
by Claude Merle

Key points

•	 Real	adventure	novels	based	on	rigorous	historical	research.
•	 		The	author,	Claude	Merle,	is	a	history	teacher	whose	lively,	

rhythmic	style	facilitates	reading.
•	 		An	original	way	to	(re)discover	characters	who	left	their	mark	

on	History,	or	our	collective	imagination.	

A few synopsis

César

The unstoppable rise of Caesar, a young Roman at the outset of an exceptional 
destiny. 
A young officer in the Roman army, Caesar dreams of victories and glory. A 
progression of military feats takes him to Asia, Spain…  Soon, after crushing 
the revolt of the Gauls, he makes his entry to Rome as the city celebrates his 
triumph! But a new challenge lies ahead: he must face his rival, Pompey, who 
also wants to be master of Italy. As civil war threatens, Caesar prepares his 
greatest combat so far.

Le Roi Arthur

Britain is torn apart by in-fighting and violence. Merlin the Magician wants to 
unite the kingdom once again: ‘The one who can remove the sword from this 
rock will be our new king.’ Only Arthur succeeds in pulling the magic sword out 
of the rock. Merlin immediately announces Arthur’s coronation but, in the back-
ground, the nobles are already plotting against their new king.

Ulysse

After fighting the Trojans, Ulysses and his warriors set off for Ithaca, their island 
home. They will have to face great dangers: furious storms at sea, the cruel 
Cyclops, the curses of Circe the magician… But the most perilous ordeal is to face 
the wrath of Poseidon, the god of the sea, who has sworn to destroy them. 

This new series evokes legendary heroes, historical 
or fictional, in scenarios with many rich dialogues. 
Authentic adventure novels with epic momentum 
hold the reader enthralled from the first page to the 
last. 

Technical Specifications

Format: 15,3 x 18,5 cm 
Pages: 176
Retail price: 4,50 !
Age group: 10 and up

16 Titles

Robin Hood
Tristant et 
Iseult
Lancelot
Alexandre
Spartacus 
Ulysse
Hercule
Roi Arthur

Achille
Cléopâtre
Jules César
Perceval
Jason
Merlin
Clovis
Merlin

The Author

Claude Merle was born in 1938. Former professor of History, he started to 
write for children. He is currently the author of more than 120 novels  his-
torical novels, love stories, adventure stories... He uses several pen names 
such as David Hudson, Patrick bruno and Renaud Paris.

Fiction Series
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Robin des Bois

Robin Hood, who robbed the rich to give to the poor, defender of the weak and 
lowly.England, the end of the 12th century. Richard the Lionheart is in captivity and 
his brother, Prince John, is taking advantage of his absence to steal the crown for 
himself. His allies, most of them Normans, persecute the peasants and country 
folk. Robin of Locksley, a generous righter of wrongs, takes their defense… 

Tristan et Yseut

Tristan is only 20 but already handles sword very well. Marc, his uncle asks him to 
fetch Princess Yseut in Ireland because he decided to marry her. Once he arrives 
on the island, Tristan discovers the only way to delivery the Princess is to defeat 
a terrible dragon…

Lancelot 

Taken in by the fairy Viviane who brought him up as her son, Lancelot grows up 
in the forest of Brocéliande. The Lady of the Lake wants to make him a distin-
guished knight. His education completed, Lancelot, who has just been made a 
Knight of the Round Table, leaves Brocéliande for the court of King Arthur…
Rights Sold: Portugal

Spartacus

A native of Thrace, in the north of Greece, Spartacus was forcibly enrolled in the 
army of Rome, caught after attempted desertion and condemned to become a 
gladiator. While training at the gladiator school in Capua, he incited an uprising 
and fled to the slopes of the Vesuvius with dozens of companions. 
Rights Sold: Portugal

Alexandre le Grand

A passionate reader of the Iliad, Alexander the Great dreamt of equalling his 
favourite hero: Achilles. His exploits, worthy of a near-God, are scattered throu-
ghout this epic novel: combats, epic journeys on horseback, sieges of impre-
gnable towns, fabulous spoils... The master of Greece, Alexander sets out to 
conquer the immense Persian Empire. 
Rights Sold: Portugal

Perceval

The quest of Perceval, a formidable knight, to find the Holy Grail
At the age of sixteen, Perceval, who was brought up by his mother far from other 
society, knows very little of life. The first time he sees knights in dazzling armour 
in the forest, he thinks they are angels! The young man has only one obsession: to 
become a knight like them! He rides off for the castle in Camelot to meet King Arthur. 
But to achieve his high ambition, Perceval has to succeed in several ordeals and set 
off in quest of the Grail, a holy vase with extraordinary powers …

Merlin

The exceptional life of a legendary hero of medieval literature.
Merlin goes to the court of the King of England, Pendragon. The king’s advisors warn 
him against Merlin; this son of a demon doesn’t inspire confidence and they are 
suspicious of his powers. Merlin invites them to put him to the test. He delivers the 
town of dragons and consequently reinforcing the reign of Pendragon. Merlin gains 
the respect of all. From then on, he is the advisor of kings, using his magic powers 
in their service.

Fiction Series
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Technical Specifications

Format: 153 x 228 mm
Pages: 350
Retail price: 14,50 €
Age group: 10 and up

Les Roses de Trianon series
By Annie Jay

Captivating historical adventures that take place 
during the reign of Louis XVI.

We see all the facets of Marie- Antoinette’s 
personality: seemingly frivolous, a theatre-lover, 
cut off from reality and ill-advised by those around 
her; yet she doesn’t lack appeal. Marie-Antoinette, 
a mythical figure among the best loved historical 
characters.

Roselys, justicière de l’ombre, Vol 1

Roselys entre à la cour de Trianon, au service de Marie-Antoinette !
At the age of 16, Roselys d’Angemont loves climbing trees and handles a sword wonder-
fully. She grew up in a castle in the provinces, with her captain father and a mother who 
adored Rousseau. Alas! Her parents decide it’s time she learned to be a young lady – no 
more men’s clothes, fencing lessons and escapades. Reluctantly, Roselys leaves for Paris 
where she will stay with an aunt. Once there, she meets her cousin Rose-Aimée, gracious 
and shy, and by luck they get on well. 
Soon the two girls presented at the Trianon court. Marie-Antoinette, who has fallen in 
love with theatre, is looking for a trusted friend to help her learn her roles. The rehear-
sals begin… Rose-Aimée stutters, blushes and gets her lines mixed up. She’s incapable 
of playing opposite the queen. Roselys immediately replaces her, to Marie-Antoinette’s 
great satisfaction. The following days, Roselys takes advantage of being at the Trianon to 
make enquiries about a young nobleman, Etienne de Valsens, who was once her partner 
in a dual and is now engaged to her cousin. One night, disguised as a man, she spies 
on him. She finds him in a group of about thirty people. It’s a secret society: ‘The Child-
ren of Themis’ whose intention is to punish high-ranking officials for their dishonesty. 
For example, the general tax collector Féron. Fascinated, Roselys would like to join their 
society...

Roselys et la couturière de la reine, Vol2

Roselys helps Marie-Antoinette to avoid a scandal that could threaten the throne! It’s the 
summer of 1780. Marie-Antoinette is preparing her second show, and Roselys, always by 
her side, helps her learn her lines. One day, Mademoiselle Bertin, the royal seamstress, 
comes to show the queen some new autumn dresses. No sooner has the dressmaker left 
with her assistants than Marie-Antoinette panics: a document has disappeared! It’s a 
letter to her very dear friend Axel de Fersen, now at war in America. The queen weeps in 
despair, people will use the letter to slander her, of that she is certain! Aren’t the people 
saying that Fersen is her lover, and even the Comte d’Artois? Roselys immediately offers 
Marie-Antoinette her assistance: she promises to find the culprit, discreetly, and recover 
the letter...

Fiction Series

5 Titles Available 

Roselys, justicière de l’ombre
Roselys et la couturière de la reine
Roselys et le maître des esprits
Coup de théâtre à Trianon
Roselys et le médaillon d’argent
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Coup de théâtre à Trianon, Vol 4

Roselys and Valsens investigate the murder of one of the Prince d’Artois’ former mis-
tresses who was found dead at the Trianon palace!
At the Trianon, a body is found: that of an artist who dances at the Opera under the stage 
name of Charlotte Mandragore, and one of Monseigneur d’Artois’s former mistresses.
A token is found on her body – a sort of ‘pass’ the Queen, Marie-Antoinette, gives to 
friends to let them move around the royal domain freely. In the hermetic little world of 
Trianon palace, the news travels fast. The Queen is devastated!
The culprit must be found as soon as possible if the Queen is to maintain her reputation. She 
did not know Charlotte Mandragore and has no idea how she received one of her tokens. She 
can’t help suspecting all her guests now … is the murderer someone close to her? Roselys 
and Valsens offer to conduct a discreet investigation …

Le médaillon d’argent, Vol 5

At Versailles, a silver medallion has gone missing. Roselys investigates. 
Roselys now lives at Versailles, where the queen has given her a little room at the Grand 
Commun. It isn’t luxury but very practical. The young girl leads a pleasant life there. Her 
friend Saint-George has found her a room in the armoury where she can practice with 
Valsens whenever she likes. One morning in the town, she witnesses a serious accident: 
the wounded man, dying, entrusts her with a big silver medallion.  When she gets back to 
her room, she opens it and finds the miniature portraits of a couple inside. She feels sure 
she’s seen them somewhere before. Roselys decides to investigate…

Les noces de Trianon, Vol 6

Last volume of Les Roses de Trianon: Roselys and Valsens get married at the Trianon 
palace!

About the author 

Annie Jay lives in South-West France. For her, writing historical novels is like playing 
detective in the backstages of hisotry. With thirteen novels to her credit, published by 
Hachette Jeunesse, she is a forerunner of the genre.

Fiction Series

ISBN 978 2 7470 5837 7
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Coup de théâtre à Trianon

Après une nuit de fête, les jardiniers découvrent à Trianon le corps de Charlotte 
Mandragore, une artiste de l’Opéra. Sur elle, on retrouve un laissez-passer

que Marie-Antoinette donne à ses familiers. La reine est catastrophée !
La nouvelle de ce meurtre ne tardera pas à provoquer un énorme scandale, 

d’autant que la victime est une ancienne conquête de Charles-Philippe d’Artois, 
le plus jeune frère du roi. Il faut que l’on confonde le coupable au plus tôt,

a� n de préserver la réputation de la famille royale.
Roselys et Valsens proposent à la reine d’enquêter en toute discrétion…
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Cheval masqué series
A big series of small novels for children that are 
transitioning from accompanied to independent 
reading.

Adventure, daily life, self-confidence, school

Key points

•	 An	exotic	or	funny	story,	likeable	characters
•	 Sensitive,	delicate	treatment	
•	 Three	different	levels	of	difficulty	:	Au	pas,	Au	trot,	Au	galop
•	 More	than	100	titles	available

Content

Cheval masqué is a series of small novels intended for children that are transitioning from 
accompanied to independent reading. The collection offers three levels of difficulty: 
Au pas (32p) – 36 titles
 Au trot (40p) – 35 titles
Au galop (48p) – 40 titles
Each title is designed to facilitate understanding and develop the pleasure of reading: 
small paragraphs at the beginning of each chapter, alternating text and illustrations, 
simple sentences.

new

Fiction series

Technical specifications

Format: 127 x 178 mm
Pages: 32 (Au pas),  
 40 (Au trot),  
 48 (Au galop)
Retail price: 6,40 e
Age group: 6 and up
More than 100 titles available

AU PAS AU TROT AU GALOP
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More than 100 available titles 

AU PAS

• Casse-toi la tête, Élisabeth!
• Félix et son étrange poisson
• Konggg!
• La bataille au sommet
• La bataille des plaines
• La bataille d’oreillers
•  La famille Machin-Chouette 

à la maison
•  La famille Machin-Chouette 

en forêt
•  La famille Machin-Chouette 

en ville
• La grande bataille
• La nouvelle vie de Kili
• La soupe de grand-papa
• La télévision de grand-papa
• Le chat de madame Sonia
• Le défi de grand-papa
• Le livre de grand-papa
•  Le monstre de Chamboule-

ville
• Le père Noël a la varicelle
• Le roi Gédéon
• Le tout petit géant
• Le trésor de l’elfe
• Les héros de Mathéo
• L’odyssée de Sirius
•  Ma grand-mère Gaby. Ma 

petite-fille Flavie
• Mange ta soupe, Marlou!
•  Marie-Ève, chasseuse de 

rêves
•  Mon frère Théo, ma soeur 

Flavie
•  Mon père Marco. Ma fille 

Flavie
•  Mon prof Marcel, mon élève 

Théo
• Opération nez perdu
• Où est Tat Tsang?
• Plus vite, Bruno!
•  Qui a volé le bâton de 

hockey?
• Un crapaud sur la tête
• Un quêteux chez grand-papa
•  Une histoire de pêche 

longue comme ça!

AU TROT
• Aïe! Une abeille!
•  Babette et les biscuits de 

Noël
•  Doug l’aventurier chez les 

gorilles
• Gros ogres et petits poux
•  La disparition de monsieur 

Bonjour
•  La plus belle robe du 

royaume
• La queue de l’espionne
• La revanche des roux
• Lance et compte, Julien!
• Le cadeau oublié
• Le capitaine poulet
• Le choix du père Noël
• Le détestable cousin
• Le mystérieux voisin
•  Le retour de Doug l’aven-

turier
• Le secret des diamants
• Le voeu secret de Ludovic
• Les caprices de Pustule
• Les ogres du printemps
•  L’étrange méli-mélo du père 

Noël
• L’incroyable livre
• L’ordi du père Noël
•  Lustucru au pays des vam-

pires
•  Lustucru et le grand loup 

bleu
•  Mimi Poutine et le dragon 

des mers
•  Mimi Poutine et les crayons 

disparus
• Mon pire problème
•  Parti vert chez les gre-

nouilles
• Pépito, le roi des menteurs
•  Po-Paul et la pizza toute 

garnie
•  Po-Paul et le contrôleur de 

chiens
• Po-Paul et le nid-de-poule
• Po-Paul et Ratatouille
• Un pirate à l’école
• Une famille de coeur

AU GALOP
• À la recherche du tikami
• Au voleur!
•  Cap sur l’aventure. Marine 

Minuscule
•  Comment faire disparaître sa 

voisine
•  Cordélia et la montagne 

mystérieuse
•  De la magie pour grand-

maman
• Gare au Lou
• La bataille de l’ombre
• La grotte de la déesse
• La petite princesse chauve
• La princesse Pop Corn
• La traversée des mers
•  Le nouvel habit de monsieur 

Noël
• Le père Noël ne répond plus
• Le secret de mamie
• Le voyage en Chine
• L’énigme d’Émile
• Les soeurs Latulipe
• Les souvenirs du sable
• L’île du dieu Canard
•  Lili Pucette aux jeux des 

chiens
•  Lili Pucette contre les 400 

lapins
• Lili Pucette et Jake le Boa
• Lili Pucette fait la révolution
• L’incontrôlable lutin farceur
• L’invasion des lutins de Noël
•  Ma grande sœur est une 

peste
•  Marine Minuscule. Pirate à 

tout prix
•  Mathias et la cloche 

magique
• Mauvais caractère
• Mon frère Manuel
• Prisonniers des glaces
• Thomas Leduc a disparu!
• Ti-Pouce et Gros-Louis
• Un cadeau ensorcelé
• Un Noël surprenant
• Un sorcier chez les sorcières
• Une mission sans peur
•  Vic à votre secours. Le chien 

rouge
•  Vic à votre secours. Les 

pattes du sofa

Fiction
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new

Zèbre series
A series of short fictions whose subjects are of 
interest to tweens and teens.

Adventure, science-fiction, post-apocalyptic stories, 
web life, friendship, investigations, humour

Key points

•	 Timely	thematics
•	 Original	treatment	with	various	additional	visuals
•	 Easy	to	read

Content

Illustrations are placed as interludes in the storyline: a main story in which are 
inserted additions in a more accessible style. It is an original concept, adding 
various visuals to the story: reproductions of clues in the case of a police 
investigation; maps and plans for an adventure; lists, sketches, diary notes; 
dialogues illustrated as comics or mangas, text messages, slam, rap, recipes, 
scientific experiments, user manuals, product information, false advertising, etc. 
Zèbre is a collection easy to read, with short chapters, sentences and paragraphs, 
and a limited number of difficult words.

Technical specifications

Format: 135 x 200 mm
Pages: 150-180 pages
Retail price: 12,15 e
Age group: 10 and up

17 titles available

Le piège de l’araignée
L’ombre du gardien
Recherché
L’Après-monde
L’impossible secret
Hackerboy
Haute tension
Opération Phantom
On a craqué sur la lune
Une sale affaire de dentifrice
Le mystère des jumelles Barnes
Un clic de trop
La plus grosse poutine du monde
La face cachée du clown
Sans pause publicitaire
Télépathe
Lâchez les chiens !

Fiction series
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Novels by Claire Clément

Sami, Goliath, Oscar, Ousmane et les autres

How the disappearance of Goliath, his rabbit, leads Sami to meet new people, an essen-
tial experience that helps him grow…

La petite Caillotte

Line lives in a little house on the slope of a mountain in the Pyrenees, with her two bro-
thers Titou and Tony, their father and their grandmother Amona. She takes advantage 
of the trip to leave Titou with Granny Rousseau, who looks after him. When life gets her 
down, Line gets up at dawn at climbs up the mountain. Up there, she thinks of her mother 
who died after the birth of her little brother, and she feels a little better…Thank heavens 
there’s Titou!
Rights sold : China, Turkey

Noé

When his mother dies, Noah is looked after by his paternal grandparents who live on the 
Nan-ty, a barge. They are bargees. This new universe enchants Noah, but he misses his 
mother. Fortunately there’s Homer, a duck, he can talk to when he feels sad, and Gaëlle… 
Little by little, he learns to smile again, to have fun and who knows… he may even become 
reconciled with one person he hasn’t heard from in a long time: his father.
Rights sold : China, Turkey

Loulette

Lou is very close to her grandparents. With Theo, her little brother, she spends long hours 
in their company without ever getting bored. But one day, Granma dies. Grandpa is so 
sad, he closes up and stops talking to anyone. Lou believes he’ll get better, and she des-
perately wants to help! But her mother has no choice; she has to send him to a retirement 
home, which Lou simply cannot accept.
Rights sold : Taiwan, Korea, Japan, Germany, Turkey, China (S)

Key points

•	 Appealing	characters	that	draw	the	reader	into	their	story,
•	 	Themes	that	aren’t	always	easy	to	present	to	children:	old	age,		

accepting	the	loss	of	a	loved	one…
•	 Sensitive	writing	style,	tender	and	full	of	hope
•	 Loulette	and	Noé	received	the	Prix	Chronos	2007	and	2009

The Author

Claire Clément was born in Paris. Her mother, a 
librarian, and her father, a born story-teller, gave her 
a love of reading and writing in her early years. She 
now lives with her husband and children on a barge 
docked near Paris. 

Technical Specifications

Format : 135 x 190 mm
Pages : 168-176
Retail price : 9,90 !
Age Group : 10 and up

LOGO Bayard édition jeunesse Horizontal en défonce

Sami, Goliath, 
Oscar, Ousmane 

et les autres
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Après la mort de sa mère, Line a connu des moments difficiles. 

Mais tout va pour le mieux aujourd’hui : 

son petit frère Titou a repris goût à la vie, 

et sa nourrice, mémé Rousseau, s’occupe bien de lui. 

Évidemment, elle serait plus heureuse si son père 

et son frère aîné, Tony, retrouvaient le sourire. 

Alors, quand elle se sent triste, elle se réfugie là-haut, 

dans la montagne. Et depuis qu’elle a rencontré un ours, 

elle y retourne chaque matin. Elle aimerait 

qu’il devienne son ami… Mais voilà que mémé Rousseau 

ne peut plus garder Titou, et les services sociaux s’en mêlent :

ils veulent placer l’enfant dans une famille d’accueil, loin d’elle. 

Pour Line, c’est inacceptable, et elle compte se battre :

personne ne lui enlèvera son petit frère !

couvCailloteOK  19/01/10  15:07  Page 1

Fiction
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Novels by Bernard Friot

Key points

•	 	Bernard	Friot	has	frequent	meetings	with	his	young	readers,	it	helps	
him	rediscover	the	emotions	and	images	of	childhood.	

•	 	He	is	an	active	participant	in	class	events,	meeting	teachers,	calling	
himself	a	«public	writer»	of	works	that	are	open	to	interpretation,		
from	beginning	to	end	in	class.	

•	 	An	original	approach:	stories	that	leave	room	for	the	reader’s		
freedom	of	interpretation		and	inspire	reflection,	emotions,	the	
sheer	spirit	of	play,	and	the	desire	to	write…	An	essential	emotional	
stimulus.	

The Author

Bernard Friot was born in 1951. He was first a French teacher, specialised in rea-
ding habits of children and teenagers. Then, 
he was the French correspondent in 1998 and is now the author of many titles 
published by Milan, La Martinière Jeunesse…He also translates German children’s 
literature into French.

For Bernard Friot, reading is a creative act, just as 
much as writing is. 

So the text should inspire young readers to build, 
carefully but freely, their own interpretation. 

His books give pride of place to the imagination…

Fiction

D È S  7 - 8  A N S

Un bébé… Quelle belle nouvelle ! Les parents 

ont tout préparé : la chambre, les biberons, 

la baignoire… Tout, sauf le plus important : 

le prénom de l’enfant !

Charlotte ? Olivia ? Louise ? Marie ? Béatrice ? 

Olga ? Tout le monde a un avis.

Et, évidemment, c’est le début de la zizanie !
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Quand le plaisir 
de lire grandit !
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Un début, trois fi ns… 
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B E R N A R D  F R I O T       C O L O N E L  M O U T A R D E

Azzedine : 
nouveau de la classe

Tante Héléna : sait 
très bien ce qu’elle veut !

Alice et Julien 
Richeux : papa 

et maman du bébé 

Le bébé : n’a pas 
encore de prénom ! 

         Les personnages         Les personnages

Les quatre grands-parents : 
ne sont jamais d’accord

Une 
histoire 

 à la carte… 
pour choisir sa 
fi n préférée !
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D È S  7 - 8  A N S

Un dimanche matin, Amanda en a eu assez. 

Elle a dit non à son papa chocolatier. 

Plus question de chocolat. Ce qu’elle veut, 

c’est des épinards, des choux de Bruxelles 

et du fromage qui pue. Quelle horreur !
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Quand le plaisir 
de lire grandit !
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         Les personnages

Tobias : apprenti chocolatier 
aux beaux yeux bleus

Paul, Thomas, Zoé, Jules et Jim : 
copains d’Amanda, qui en ont assez 

des plats servis par leurs parents

Nicolas Fève : papa 
d’Amanda, chocolatier 
qui aime le chocolat

Amanda : préfère 
le roquefort et les choux 
de Bruxelles au chocolat

Une 
histoire 

 à la carte… 
pour choisir sa 
fi n préférée !
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1. Les histoires à la carte 
Stories that start one way, but can continue with another direction and 
for which you can choose 2 or 3 ending.
A way to learn how to write a story and choose your own narration.

• Amanda Chocolat

Illustrated by Henri Meunier
40 pages • 5,50 €

• C’est quoi ton prénom

Illustrated by Colonel mourtade
40 pages • 5,50 €

• La lampe infernale

Illustrated by Glen Chapron
40 pages • 5,50 €

• Un tableau trop bavard

Illustrated by Eric Gacté
40 pages • 5,50 €

• L’étrange affaire des pieds de Pierre

Illustrated by Frédéric Benaglia
40 pages • 5,50 €

Rights Sold

Poland
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2. Les histoires pressées
A collection of bitter-sweet 
sensations. Short stories where 
everything comes to life and the 
most banal objects are used to 
create unusual effects.
As brief as a smile, a thrill, or an 
emotion…

• Histoires pressées

Absurd, imagination, everyday life.
n° 2 • 112 p. • 4,50 €

• Nouvelles histoires pressées

Absurd, imagination, everyday life.
n° 20 • 112 p. • 4,50 €

Recommanded
By French Education Ministry

• Encore des histoires pressées

Absurd, imagination, everyday life.
n° 38 • 144 p. • 4,90 €

• Pressé, pressée 

Family, fantasy, imagination, brother/
sister relations.
n° 64 • 112 p. • 4,50 €

• Pressé ? Pas si pressé !

Family, imagination, brother/sister 
relations, everyday life.
n° 9• 112 p. • 4,50 €

• Histoires pressées  
Bind-up Hardcover
256 p. • 16,5 x 24 • 
19,95 €

3. Les histoires minute
Poetic, droll, cruel…
Very short stories to read at any 
time, quickly or savouring each 
word until it melts in the mouth!

• Histoires minute

illustrated by Jacques Azam
n° 24 • 80 p. • 5,90 €

• Nouvelles histoires minute

illustrated by Nicolas Hubesch
n° 27 • 80 p. • 5,90 €

• Encore des histoires minute

illustrated by Éric Gasté
n° 35 • 80 p. • 5,90 €

Andersen Prize 
(Italy 2009)

Fiction

More than
80.000 copies

sold

Rights Sold: Italy, Russia, Occitan, China, Turkey, Greece, Slovenia

Rights Sold: Italy, Slovenia
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Fiction

4. Single titles

Peintures pressées 

The best of Bernard Friot in thirty stories inspired mostly by well-known paintings 
or artists, as well as a few surprises. One painting (or several) and a freely ins-
pired story, that’s the recipe for this book. The artworks revealed by the stories 
will never be forgotten. This guided visit to an imaginary gallery is poetic, droll, 
sardonic, horrific and modern in turn. 
The texts of various genres hit the mark every time: poems, stories, plays, letters, 
diaries… 
A superb selection of illustrations, works by Klee, Arcimboldo, Ghirlandaio, 
Tàpies, Munch, Freud, Picasso, Renoir, Modigliani…
116 pages • 13 x 20 • 10,90 € • 10 and up
Rights Sold: Italy

Tous pressés

Illustrated by Martin Jarrie 
Here, Bernard Friot brings us his latest opus in the ‘Histoires pressées’ series: 
Tous pressés or les Histoires pressées pour tous! Bringing his fantastically suc-
cessful cycle to a close, the author wanted, with this concluding volume, to 
address his entire public.
The texts have grown up along with the readers, and this volume speaks to all of 
them. 
The short story genre is ideal for early readers.
128 pages • 13 x 20 • 10,90 € • 10 and up

Désaccords 

Illustrated by Bruno Douin
For Martin, who lives in Innsbruck, Austria, music is a family affair:his father is an 
opera singer and his mother conducts the orchestra. He plays the flute. 
155 pages • 13 x 20 • 9 € • 9 and up
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Novels by Annie Pietri

Rights sold

Les orangers de Versailles

USA

Le sourire de Marie-Adélaïde

The vengeance of a young noblewoman, Marie-Adélaïde de Savoie, who will go to any lengths 
to supply information to the enemies of Louis XIV and thereby hijack the royal lineage!

Les Orangers de Versailles – The orange trees of Versailles

When Marion Dutilleul enters the service of the Marquise de Montespan, she never imagines 
that her ability to recognize scents and to blend them into perfumes will win her the favor 
of Louis XIV’s mistress. But the marquise quickly has the young girl creating new perfumes 
for her. Eager to please and hopeful that her olfactory gifts will win her recognition, Marion 
concocts memorable fragrances. Then, to her horror, credit is bestowed on someone else. 
Marion feels betrayed…
Rights sold : Russia, Korea

Parfum de meurtre - The Scent of Murder

Court of Versailles, 1679. Marion Dutilleul, the queen’s brilliant young perfume maker, is in 
danger: her exquisite scents have aroused the jealousy of noblewomen, especially the Mar-
quise de Montespan, the king’s official mistress who will suffer no rivals. 
Rights sold : Russia, Korea

Le cœur du roi - The king’s heart

February, 1819. A few days after a terrible storm, Philippe-Henri Schunck and his daughter 
Amélie are walking in the parks of the Château de Versailles. The storm has wreaked havoc. At 
the foot of an oak tree torn up from the soil, they find a metal box. Inside is the diary of Marion 
Dutilleul, perfumer to Queen Marie-Thérèse, the wife of Louis XIV. 
Rights sold : Russia, Korea

Key points

•	 	A	fascinating	universe	portrayed	in	such	a	way	as	to	include		
historical	elements.	An	authentic	plunge	into	the	time	of	Louis	XIV,

•	 	Thrilling,	romanesque	adventures	full	of	suspense	keep	the	reader	
turning	the	pages,

•	 Annie	Pietri’s	simple	yet	lively	style,
•	 A	hit	in	France	with	200.000	copies	sold,
•	 	A	period	of	French	history	famous	all	over	the	world:	the	Château	de	

Versailles	receives	3	million	visitors	each	year,	and	7	million	visit	its	
park,

•	 	Nathalie	Novi’s	illustrations	of	this	universe	have	been	exploited	
to	develop	stationery	products.	

Welcome to the universe of the Château de Versailles,  
in the time of Louis XIV!

On the agenda: intrigues, treason and plots… with  
the heart-stopping adventures of Marion, Alix  
and Domenico. 

Annie Pietri, an author passionately interested in that 
epoch, brings us stories blending history and romance 
with style and elegance, for the immense pleasure of 
readers from 11 years up. 

Fiction
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L’espionne du Roi-Soleil - The Sun King’s Spy

Le collier de rubis - The Ruby Necklace

On the death of her husband, the Marquise de Maisondieu finds herself alone with her 
three children: Alix, Clémence and Louis-Etienne. 
The family’s affairs are entrusted to Baron de Grenois,the late Marquis’s brother. A loath-
some creature, nothing will stop him from stealing his sister-in-law’s fortune. Alix decides 
to fight back. Will she succeed in persuading the King to come to help them?
Rights sold : Russia, Germany, Hungary

Les miroirs du palais – trilogie (The Palace Mirrors. A Trilogy)

T. 1 Le serment de Domenico - Domenico’s Oath

T. 2 Les miroirs du palais - The Palace Mirrors

T. 3 Le diamant bleu de Louis XIV - Louis XIV’s blue diamond

In 1661, Louis XIV tells Colbert he wants to transform the shooting lodge of Versailles 
into a palace. Five years later, at the request of Louis XIV, Colbert installs a mirror factory 
in the suburb Saint Antoine and persuades some master glassworkers to come all the 
way from Venice. But the city of Venice, wishing to keep the monopoly of manufacturing 
secrets, threatens the glassworkers.
Rights sold : Russia

The Author

Annie Pietri was born in 1956. She lives near Paris where she works as a speech therapist. 
She discovered her passion for writing thanks to her young patients, to whom she used 
to read children’s stories. She has published some very successful puzzle books where
the reader is the hero, which have become an essential tool for child re-education. Ins-
pired by her great passion for Versailles and King Louis XIV, she wrote Les Orangers de 
Versailles in 2000, highly successful in France and abroad. 

Technical specifications

Format : 19 x 16 cm
Pages : 182
Retail price : 12,90 !
Age group : 10 and up

Diary

Technical specifications

Format : 26 x 26 cm
Booklet, pen, ink pot, seal, letter set
Retail price : 24,90 !
Age group : 10 and up 

Stationnery set

Fiction

Énigmes à Versailles

 Readers will slip comfortably into the life of the heroine 
Her guessing games, tests of logic and observation 
scattered throughout the pages serve the progression 
of the story.  
 Richly illustrated double spreads, brimming with 
details, help the reader to crack the mystery and solve 
the enigma.

Technical Specifications

Format: 180 x 242 mm
Pages: 64
Retail price: 10,90 €
Age group: 8 and up

Annie 
Pietri

Emmanuel 
Cerisier

Enigmes  à 

  Versailles
L 'auteur
Qui aurait pu prévoir 

que l’exercice du métier 

d’orthophoniste amènerait 

Annie Pietri à l’écriture ? 

Passionnée par le château 

de Versailles, elle publie 

son premier livre en 1998. 

Deux ans plus tard, elle 

achève d’écrire les Orangers 

de Versailles, et donne vie à 

Marion, dont les aventures 

se poursuivront dans deux 

autres romans, une BD et ces 

énigmes.

L 'illustrateur
En 1995, Emmanuel 

Cerisier réalise ses 

premières illustrations pour 

des éditeurs de jeunesse 

(L’école des loisirs, Rageot 

et Nathan) et pour de 

nombreuses collections 

documentaires.

Aujourd’hui, il  vit près de 

Rennes avec sa famille et 

quitte de temps en temps ses 

crayons et ses pinceaux pour 

partir à la rencontre de ses 

lecteurs dans des écoles ou 

des bibliothèques.

Le père de Marion est jardinier à l’Orange-
rie du château de Versailles, et grâce à lui, la 
jeune fi lle entre au service de la marquise de 
Montespan, la favorite du roi Louis XIV.

Elle a confi é une mission à Marion : compo-
ser pour elle les parfums les plus envoûtants. 
Car Marion possède un don rare, celui d’être 
un « nez » et de pouvoir reconnaître et mémo-
riser toutes les odeurs. Mais cette femme est 
malhonnête, et Marion n’a qu’une idée en tête, 
la quitter pour entrer au service de la reine.

Pour se faire remarquer de la souveraine, 
elle veut composer le plus merveilleux des par-
fums.

Mais parmi les 32 fl acons d’essence de son 
coffret, il en manque 10. Ils ont disparu !

Quelqu’un cherche à empêcher Marion 
d’atteindre son but.

Il faut que Marion retrouve ces flacons. 
Es-tu prêt à l’aider ?

Marion Son père

Lucie La Montespan

Louis XIV La Reine

Les personnages 
de l'histoire
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Un violent orage vient d’éclater sur 
Versailles. Le tonnerre gronde, et les 

éclairs déchirent le ciel.

La marquise de Montespan a terriblement 
peur des orages. Dans ces moments-là, elle 
veut toute sa Maison autour d’elle : demoiselles 
de compagnie, femmes de chambre, servantes. 
Bien sûr, tu es là aussi, Marion.

Tu n’es pas entrée souvent dans le grand 
salon de la favorite. Tu découvres qu’elle met tout 
en œuvre pour que chacun soit au courant 
de la place qu’elle occupe dans le cœur du roi.

Observe le bijou qu’elle porte au bord de 
son décolleté, du côté du cœur. Si tu le reconnais, 
tu le retrouveras à six reprises sur elle-même ou 
dans le décor qui l’entoure.

Électrisé par l’orage, Pyrrhos, le chien préféré 
de la marquise, a mordu Lucie, la jeune servante 
qui partage ta chambre. Repère où le chien est 
ensuite allé se cacher, et ne t’approche surtout 
pas de lui.

Ensuite, accompagne Lucie jusqu’à votre 
chambre pour la soigner, page 38.

inter2.indd   8-9 19/02/2016   10:21
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Le Temps des Miracles
by Anne-Laure Bondoux

Synopsis

A tale of exile, hope, love and survival in a war-torn land. 
This is the story of 12-year-old Blaise Fortune, his arrival in France when the cus-
toms officers found him hiding in the back of a lorry at the Spanish border. The 
first years of his life in the Caucasus, living in mud, fear, war and poverty with 
Gloria Bohemia, to whom his mother had entrusted her baby. Gloria’s heart is as 
big and deep as a lake. She has the gift of breathing magic into her life to make 
it more bearable. She has promised Blaise he’ll see his mother again, and one 
day,he’ll be happy.
The story of Blaise Fortune and Gloria Bohemia is irresistibly poignant. Anne 
Laure has found the right words to touch her readers deeply. A lesson in life, a 
fable. 
See more on http://letempsdesmiracles.bondoux.net

Key points

•	 	Everything	about	this	novel	will	win	your	heart	
the	characters’	names,	the	places,	the	feeling	of	Baroque	
improvisation,	Gloria’s	wisdom,	her	generosity,	the	way	
thisextraordinary	woman	takes	in	a	small	child;	Blaise’s	candour,	
their	magnificent	relationship;	the	Great	Accident;	the	school	of	life,	
where	you	learn	from	what	others	already	know;	ZemZem	(what	a	
fantastic	name!);	Abdelmalik	and	his	tragic	end	and	Blaise’s	first	love.	

•	 	You’ll	adore	expressions	like	‘to	catch	a	despair’,	the	almost-
imaginary	landmarks	on	the	pages	of	Blaise’s	green	atlas,	the	myth	of	
his	birth.	

• 		You’ll	love	the	fact	that	Blaise	is	naïve	yet	incredibly	aware	-	that		
he	believes	every	word	Gloria	says	–	as	all	kids	believe	what	
grown-ups	say.	

• 		You’ll	plunge	into	his	story,	wallow	with	him	in	the	mud,	shiver		
in	the	cold,	your	stomach	in	knots.	You’ll	be	on	your	guard,	listening		
for	the	slightest	sound,	your	nerves	in	shreds.

•	 You	will	experience	this	novel	like	finding	a	treasure...

A ‘mother and child’ road movie. 

A story of sacrifice, both present and eternal, but 
above all universal. 

Technical specifications

Format: 13,5x 20cm 
Pages: 264 
Retail price:  11,90 !
Age group: 12 and up

Rights Sold

Usa, Italy, Spain (Catalan, 
Castillan, Basque), Korea, 
Germany, Denmark, 
Hungary, Slovenia, China

Fiction
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The author

Anne-Laure BONDOUX was born near Paris in 1971. She studied French literature 
and at the same time organized writing workshops for children with learning dif-
ficulties. In 1996, she joined the J’aime lire desk at Bayard Presse until 2000 when 
she decided to dedicate all her time to writing novels. 
In 2003, Les Larmes de l’assassin (The Killer’s Tears) was published. It has won 
more than 20 prizes so far (list upon request),the prestigious ’Prix Sorcières’ at 
the Paris Book Fair and the ‘French Television’ Prize, among others. In 2007 she 
also won the Notable Children Book prize, she was rewarded by the YALSA best 
book for Young Adults prize and finally had the Batchelder Honor book.  
Visit the author’s website: www.bondoux.net

Biography

• Le destin de Linus Hoppe 

• La seconde vie de Linus Hoppe 
Rights sold : USA, UK, Turkey, Germany, Canada, Italy

• Les larmes de l’assassin
Rights sold : USA, Canada, Spain, Latin America, Australia, Italy, Netherlands, Belgium, Japan, 
Portugal, Korea, Brazil, Taiwan, Slovenia, Greece, UK, China, Germany, Romania, Denmark, 
Turkey, Qatar (Arabian)

• La Tribu
Rights sold : USA, Italy

• Pépites
Rights sold : Taiwan, Germany, English worlwide

Press Review

About Les larmes de l’assassin:
“A shock (...) And the certitude that a great author is born. Anne-Laure 
Bondoux, I bow to you.”, Anna Gavalda, Elle

“an exciting parable”, The White Ravens 2004

“Read it absolutely! “, Biennial Children Book Fair, Belgium 2003

“A harsh and heart-rending parable about innocence, evil and destiny, (…) 
superbly aided by the sharp, concise and poetic writing, like Garcia Marquez’s 
style”. Livres Jeunes aujourd’hui, 2003

About Le destin de Linus Hoppe and La seconde vie de Linus Hoppe:
“This novel is an invitation to go beyond appearances”, 
Page des libraires, 2001

“The beautiful writing of Anne-Laure Bondoux gives the story a dynamic drive”, 
Ado Livres, 2002

Fiction
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Deux familles pour Lulu
by Agnès Lacor

Lulu dreams of finding the ideal foster family!

Key points

•	 	A	lovable	hero	who	has	just	one	dream:	the	find	the	perfect	family.
•	 	The	first-person	singular	narration	lets	readers	feel	what	the	young	

boy	is	feeling:	his	doubts,	his	anxiety	and	fears.	The	author	has	found	
the	right	tone.

•	 	A	poignant	story	that	treats	a	delicate	subject	with	sensitivity	and	
humour.	

Contents

“The sky is green, and I hate green! It looks like that stomach-turning broccoli 
soup Mrs. Grandet makes. So you see, today’s just got to be a bad day! A woman 
opens the door, and my two eyes aren’t enough to take her in – 100 kilos!” 
When Lulu, a ten-year-old boy, discovers his new foster family, he’s shattered! 
Their flat stinks of cabbage and the deco is horrific! Lulu’s already making plans 
to cut loose. Nobody can say he’s lucky. For years, he’s been shunted around from 
family to family, because his mother was too young to look after him. Yet as the 
days go by, Lulu, who was so wary at first, gives in to the kindness and warmth of 
Mrs. Fournier (and finally, even if she is fat, she’s not all that ugly!), the best cook 
ever, and her husband, Jo-Jo, is a lorry driver. And into the bargain, Lulu gets on 
really well with the other kids that live with dame Fournier, and fits into school no 
bother. Until one day, a Sunday, when his mother comes to visit him, introduces 
him to Joseph, her new boyfriend, and announces that they’re all going to live 
together. 

About the author

Agnès Lacor, born in 1960, is the mother of two children and lives in Paris. She 
was costume designer for the cinema, and has worked in a film production studio 
in Mexico. Belfond has published her novels for adults. Her children’s novels are 
published by Thierry Magnier.

Fiction

Technical specifications

Format: 135 x 190 mm
Pages: 150
Retail price: 10,50 e
Age group: 10 and up

ISBN 978-2-7470-4772-2
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« Le ciel est vert, et je déteste le vert.  

On dirait l’immonde soupe de brocolis  

de Mme Grandet. Alors forcément, c’est 

une mauvaise journée. Une femme ouvre 

la porte, et je n’ai pas assez d’yeux pour  

la regarder d’un seul coup : cent kilos ! »

Quand Lulu découvre sa nouvelle famille 

d’accueil, il est effondré ! Dans l’appartement, 

ça pue le chou et la déco est horrible ! 

Comment va-t-il pouvoir vivre dans un endroit 

pareil ? Lulu songe déjà à s’enfuir…
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Technical Specifications

Format : 13,5 x 19 cm
Pages : app 160
Retail price : 10 €
Age group : 12 and up
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De nos jours, au Niger, Amsy et sa famille 

sont les esclaves d’une famille de Touaregs. 

Un matin, alors que Amsy ramasse du bois, 

un inconnu lui propose de l’emmener à la ville, 

où il pourra vivre libre. Serait-ce pour 

Amsy l’occasion de retrouver sa sœur, 

qui a été vendue ? Et ses parents ? 

Seront-ils libérés, eux aussi ? En tout cas, 

Amsy devra se battre, car il est dur 

le chemin de la liberté pour qui 

n’a jamais appris qu’à se taire et à obéir…

« A mettre entre toutes les mains pour réfléchir à la dignité
humaine et à l’importance de la solidarité. »

Notes bibliographiques

« Un roman bouleversant, nourri d’une expérience de terrain. »
L’amour des livres

« Un témoignage poignant. »
Je Bouquine

« Un récit vivant et émouvant, qui sonne vrai. »
Livres Jeunes Aujourd’hui
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Fiction

Tu es libre !
by Dominique Torrès

With this novel, the fruit of her experience in the 
field, Dominique Torres brings her young readers a 
tale of poignant reality: we thought such practices 
ended centuries ago, but unfortunately, they are still 
with us today!

Key points

•	 	Star	reporter	on	French	Television,	Dominique	Torres	is	the	French	
specialist	on	the	subject	of	slavery	in	the	world	today.	And	her	book	
Esclaves,	200	millions	d’esclaves	aujourd’hui,	published	by	Phébus,	
is	the	reference	work	on	the	subject.

•	 	The	author,	very	media-friendly,	will	be	actively	involved	in	the	launch	
of	her	book.	Extensive	press	and	TV	coverage	guaranteed!

•	 	The	TV	adaptation	rights	are	currently	being	negotiated.
•	 	The	book	has	been	sold	with	a	publicity	band	describing	its	theme	

and	evoking	the	fame	of	the	author.

Content

Amsy lives in modern-day Niger; he is a slave to a family of Tuaregs. For him, this situation 
is normal; he has been told that this is the natural order of things, and the will of God. In 
any case, he’s never known any other life. So, when Mohammed, who works for an orga-
nisation that frees slaves in today’s world, asks him to come and live with him in the town 
and go to school, Amsy hesitates. Will he manage to live as a free man, he who has never 
learned to take a decision on his own? Will he succeed in convincing his parents to come 
and join him, even if it incurs their master’s wrath?
Being able to live freely for us is a given, but for someone who, since birth, has been 
taught only silence and obedience, it’s not an easy step to take: it can be very frightening!

Author

Dominique Torres, a journalist, star reporter on France 2 and documentary film maker 
for ‘La marche du siècle’ and ‘Envoyé spécial’, she is also the founder of Comité Contre 
l’Esclavage Moderne (Committee Against Modern Slavery)…
“Dominique Torres has never been content just to put suffering on film. In the course 
of a dangerous nine-year investigation, this brilliant ‘sister’ and colleague has exposed 
contemporary slavery.” (Martine Ozlan, Marianne)

Rights Sold

Brazil, Turkey, Italy
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The story of Gaspard, an 11 year-old schoolboy who 
is the victim of bullying and decides to end the agony 
forever… 

L’enfer du collège
by Arthur Ténor

Key points

•	 	A	moving	novel	on	a	topical	theme	in	today’s	society:	bullying	at	
school	

•	 	In	vigorous	style,	the	author	alternates	between	the	viewpoints	of	
victim	and	bully	

•	 	An	important	book	for	young	people.

Technical Specifications

Age group: 10 and up
Format: 120 x 180 mm 
96 pages
Retail price: 5, 50 €

Contents

Gaspard starts at his new secondary school. One of the boys in his class decides 
to pick on him, just for a laugh. But Gaspard is a highly sensitive child, reserved 
and curious. The nightmare begins when Anthony harasses him with jokes in 
poor taste. Then things get more serious. As the bully’s spite turns into cruelty, 
so the victim’s suffering increases. Until Gaspard decides to fight back: to fight 
violence with violence, perversity with cunning… But evil pitched against evil 
only makes twice as much evil. After trying to stab Anthony, Gaspard can think of 
only one way to put an end to his agony for good. His attempted suicide brings 
about a final shock, and, paradoxically, opens up a window to hope. 

The Author

Arthur Ténor, who lives in Auvergne, has written many novels. He often visits 
schools and book fairs. An ‘explorer of the imaginary’, his stories blend action, 
suspense, tender feelings, humour and fantasy. Most of his books for children are 
published by Grasset, Gallimard, Le Seuil, Plon, Nathan and Milan.

Fiction

Rights Sold

Korea, China, Germany
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Metal melodie
by Maryvonne Rippert

Key points

•	 A	moving	novel	about	the	complexity	of	mother-daughter	relations.
•	 	An	original	coming-of-age	novel	with	strong	characters,	very	much		

of	today’s	world.
•	 	The	reader	follows	Luce’s	slow	transformation,	through	her	way		

of	thinking,	her	attitudes,	her	clothes.
•	 	A	story	is	firmly	rooted	in	reality	with	its	observation	of	the	impact		

of	sickness	on	a	family.	

Contents

One evening just like any other, Luce is surprised when she comes home to find 
the house empty. There have been no quarrels, no yelling matches, no punish-
ments: just a letter in which Inès, her journalist mother, explains that she’s going 
away to do a three-month report in Australia. At first Luce takes advantage of 
this unhoped-for tranquillity, but she soon realizes that something’s wrong: 
there’s almost no word from Inès and her mails are terse. The girl starts asking 
around her mother’s friends. As her investigation progresses, she discovers many 
secrets. Inès wasn’t always the demure, brilliant journalist she is now: an aban-
doned child, former hard rocker, for a long time she dipped into drugs. Clue after 
clue, Luce finds out where her mother is, near Granada, in Andalusia. That’s when 
Inès tells her the truth about why she left. Firstly, because she had to get treat-
ment for an illness. But also because Inès wanted to guide her daughter from a 
distance, towards the truth about her own life. So that she wouldn’t make the 
same mistakes, and be able to find herself at last.
 

The Author:

Archivist for a big Parisian weekly for many years, Maryvonne Rippert now lives 
near Lyon where she devotes her time to writing for young readers and crime 
novels. Differences, initiation to freedom, and separation are her favourite the-
mes. She has written for Milan’s Blue Cerises series and created the character 
Zik.

16 year-old Luce is a rebel. Her life as a teenage Goth 
is shattered when her mother goes off on a journey 
leaving her alone with her responsibilities.

Technical specifications

Format: 14 x 20 cm 
Pages: 224 
Retail price: 9,50 !
Age group: 11 and up

Rights sold

Italy

Fiction
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Un garçon si gentil
by Magali Wiéner

Key points

•	 	The narrative lets the reader develop his/her own opinion. It depends 
on the viewpoint of the two protagonists, and their different take  
on the same event.

•	 	The flowing style depicts the atmosphere of prison and the feelings  
of a teenager in a situation he doesn’t understand.

•  The narrative doesn’t only describe the boy’s physical confinement, 
also his mental imprisonment, misunderstood by the rest of society.

Contents

Also a reflection on the meaning of responsibility.
Rodrigues and Aurélie, seventeen, are at high school. She sings in a rock group, 
he’s training to be a swimmer. On June 21, the Music Festival, she sings and he 
watches, adoringly. When she suggests a walk after the concert, he immediately 
accepts. But how should he interpret the young girl’s obvious pleasure and exci-
tement, when they’ve both had too much to drink? Rodrigues is sure: her attitude 
betrays the love and the desire she feels for him: naturally, he makes love to her.
Two days later, three policemen come to his house and takehim away. Held in 
custody, under arrest, imprisoned. Aurélie accuses him of rape. Everything, or 
almost, is against him.In the face of universal incomprehension, Rodrigues dis-
covers prison, its many forms of violence, its mockery and anxiety. Only after the 
trial and the verdict does the young man realize what he has done.

Magalie Wiéner

UN GARÇON 
SI GENTIL...

A teenager finds himself in prison for a rape  
he is sure he didn’t commit. As far as he’s concerned, 
the girl consented. A captivating plunge into  
the workings of justice and the prison universe,  
its violence, abuses and isolation. 

The Author

Magali Wiéner lives in Montpellier. Holder of the aggregationin the classics, she 
teaches French, Latin and Greek in high school. She has published works of non-
fiction for the young, pedagogical dossiers and a historical novel on Nazism. Les 
Carcérales is her first novel published by Milan.

Rights Sold

Turkey

Technical Specifications

Format: 14 x 20 cm 
Pages: 224 
Retail price: 10,50 !
Age group: 14 and up

Fiction
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A homage to music. A call to freedom.

Swing à Berlin
by Christophe Lambert

Key points

•	 An	historical	novel	based	on	true	facts
•	 	An	original	view	of	the	Second	World	War,	especially	the	German	

Resistance.
•	 	An	hommage	to	music:	you	learn	a	lot	about	jazz
•	 	An	adventure	novel	with	a	lot	of	suspens
•	 	A	poignant	story	with	endearing	characters
•	 	An	unexpected	and	moving	ending	

Technical Specifications

Format: 135 x 200 mm 
Pages: 274
Retail Price: 11,50€

Age Group: 12 and up

Rights Sold

RomaniaContent

Berlin, 1942. The war is dragging on, and the Germans are beginning to sense that the 
outcome will not be victory. Joseph Goebbels, the Minister of Propaganda, is looking for 
a way to boost public morale. What could be more uplifting than jazz? But it has been 
banned by the regime as ‘degenerate’ and ‘negro music’. So the minister orders the crea-
tion of a ‘rhythmically accentuated dance’ group, producing jazz that promotes Aryan 
philosophy.
The aged pianist Wilhelm Dussander went into retirement when the Jewish members of 
his group were arrested. Even if he believes that musicians should not meddle in politics, 
he has always disliked the Nazis. However, when Goebbels asks him to form the group he 
wants, Dussander has no other choice but to accept...
A homage to music. A call to freedom.

Author

Christophe Lambert is mad about movies, having directed several short films, worked for 
television and run video workshops in schools. However nowadays he devotes himself to 
writing, and has published novels in a wide range of genres – historical novels, thrillers, 
fantasy and science-fiction – for various different publishers.

Fiction

12 000 copies sold  
since publication
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Technical Specifications

Format: 138 x 210 mm
Pages: 400 
Retail price: 14,90 €

Age group: 12 and up

Lever de rideau sur Terezin
By Christophe Lambert

A Jewish playwright, deported to Terezin, is obliged 
to write a play for the authorites of the camp…

Key points

•	 	A	thrilling	historical	novel,	a	page-turner	written	in	cinematic	style.
•	 	A	convincing	immersion	in	Terezin,	a	camp	the	Nazis	tried	to	present	

as	a	town	arranged	by	Germans	to	receive	the	Jewish	prisoners	in	
decent	conditions.

•	 	A	reflection	on	patronage	and	writing	under	constraint:	the	play	
Steiner	wrote	features	Molière,	who,	in	some	of	his	plays,	had	to	give	
in	to	the	wishes	of	Louis	XIV.	

•	 	Christophe	Lambert’s	previous	novel,	Swing à Berlin,	won	many	
prizes	(notably	the	Chronos	and	the	NRP)	and	sold	more	than	12,000	
copies.

Content
Since the first anti-Jewish laws under the Vichy government, Victor Steiner, a successful 
playwright, has been keeping a low profile in his little Paris flat. But one evening, his pas-
sion for the theatre gets the better of him: he comes out of hiding to attend the premiere 
of Soulier de satin at the Comédie française, and on the way home, he is arrested by the 
police.
Some days later, he is put on a train usually used for livestock. Yet he had been promised 
he would receive better treatment than the others … In the middle of the night, he is 
taken to join another convoy. In the new wagon, he is the only French person; the others 
are German Jews. The ‘better treatment’ is that Steiner is to be deported to the camp in 
Terezin, where they put ‘prominenten’ prisoners, well-known people like artists, intellec-
tuals, politicians, scholars… At first sight, Terezin looks like a nice Czechoslovakian town: 
elegant fortifications, clean pavements, parks and even a church. But behind its walls, 
the violence is the same as behind the barbed wire fences of the other concentration 
camps. And every week, lists are drawn up of those who will be transferred to Auschwitz 
to be exterminated.
When he arrives there, Victor Steiner is surprised to meet one of his greatest fans: 
Hauptsturmfürher Waltz, also a lover of French literature and culture, especially the cen-
tury of the Sun King. Soon, Waltz gives him a commission… The Nazis have permitted the 
International Red Cross to inspect one of their prison camps – the least brutal, of course: 
Terezin. For this occasion, Waltz wants to put on a big show in a Prague theatre. So the 
inspectors will see that the Reich has nothing to hide… Who better than Victor Steiner to 
create a superb play for the stage? 

Author
Christophe Lambert’s passion is the cinema: he has made several short films, worked 
for television and directed video workshops in schools. Yet today, it’s writing that fills his 
time.  He has authored novels in various genres – historical, thrillers, fantasy, science-fic-
tion –,  published by different houses (Bayard, Hachette, Syros, Nathan, and Fleuve Noir).

Fiction
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Les évadés
by Christian Léourier

The adventures of Jean, a teenage boy who joins 
a Resistance network during the war in occupied 
France.

Key points

•	 	A	lesser	known	aspect	of	the	Resistance	during	WW2:	the	escape	
networks,	who	looked	after	allied	pilots	from	their	landing	by	
parachute	in	France	to	their	return	to	the	military	base	in	England.

•	 	A	look	at	life	in	Paris	under	German	Occupation:	the	all-pervading	
climate	of	suspicion,	the	ration	tickets	to	obtain	food,	the	presence	of	
the	Germans,	the	police	raids,	the	efforts	made	to	free	the	city.

•	 	A	reflection	on	commitment,	heroism	and	courage.

•	 	Spotlight	on	the	organisation	of	a	network	and	the	difficulties	they	
had	to	face:	obtaining	false	identity	papers,	keeping	on	the	move,	
evading	controls,	maintaining	the	anonymity	of	members...

Contents
Paris, 1940: the city is occupied by the Germans. Jean Ricard has just started high school 
when his Uncle Robert, his father’s friend, gives him a mission: to take two English airmen 
from Saint-Lazare station to Les Invalides. It’s a dangerous mission, but Jean accepts without 
hesitation. A few weeks later, a pupil walks up to Jean in the school yard and invites him to 
join the ‘Cassiopée’ network, which helps English pilots whose plane has been shot down in 
France and organises their escape to Spain, from where they can reach their base in England. 
So what would Jean be doing? He would guide the pilots through Paris, from one safe address 
to another.
Jean receives his instructions on notes slipped into his locker. Regular trips begin, taking 
pilots from one contact to another, people like Mémé Tartine or Madame Rose. He meets 
Benjamin, a French pilot in the Royal Air Force, who asks him to visit his family and set their 
minds at rest. Jean accepts and there, he meets Arlette, and immediately falls in love with her.
After a wave of arrests, the network gives Jean a new role: to escort pilots during their train 
journey from Paris to Dax. It’s a perilous mission: controls can take place at any time and it 
would be impossible for these English pilots to give their false identity without being betrayed 
by their accent.
One summer day in 1943, one of these trips ends tragically when two Englishmen Jean is 
escorting are arrested, as are all the contacts in the ‘Cassiopée’ network. A traitor has infiltra-
ted their group and given information to the Gestapo. Even his father is thrown into prison. On 
the advice of Father Anselme, one of his contacts, Jean lies low in Belleville. There, he meets 
Momo, a local lad with a cocky manner.
Together, they build barricades and participate in the Liberation of Paris. After the German 
surrender, Jean’s father is able to go home. But everyone isn’t so lucky... The young man is 
shattered to discover how many of his comrades died in the camps. Stunned, also, to discover 
allies he had never suspected, like M. Brémont, the supervisor of his high school, and M. 
Piquebrun, the French teacher he had always imagined to be a collaborator.
For Jean, life goes on with Arlette, but these four years have changed his vision of the world 
forever.

Fiction

Technical specifications

Format: 135 x 200 
Pages: 310
Retail price: 12,50 €
Age group: 12 and up
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Technical Specifications

Format: 110 x 185 mm
Pages: 24 
Retail price: 4,00 €
Age group: 10 and up

Fiction

Frères d’un soir 
Noël 1914
By Géraldine Elschner

A story that assembles authentic letters from the 
front lines and informs readers of a little-known 
aspect of the Great War: the truces between the 
soldiers.  

Key points 

•	 	A	low	price	to	encourage	the	hazard	shopper.	
•	 	An	affordable	little	book	your	friends	will	love	to	receive.	
•	 	A	book	to	commemorate	and	recall	WW1,	on	the	occasion		

of	the	centenary.

Contents

Christmas 1914. An all-too-brief moment of peace in the hell of the fighting. A 
hundred years later, four letters recall that night when men forgot their uniforms 
long enough to celebrate Christmas… and the combat ceased. 
December 1914. For five months, the soldiers have been living in the trenches 
during that ‘phoney war’. On Christmas Eve, as though by magic, the fighting 
stopped. A German soldier sang Stille Nacht, the others joined in, until all the 
soldiers were celebrating Christmas Eve together. Through these authentic letters 
written by soldiers – one French, one German, one English and one Flemish – we 
relive that truce. That same night, when the fighting stopped, is recounted in four 
languages, each one describing a different experience but with one common, 
universal value: the desire for peace. 
The force of this book: each letter is reproduced in the original language, trans-
lated into the other languages, to stress the universal nature of the desire for 
peace.

Author

Géraldine Elschner was born in Comines, a small town on the Northern border 
that was reduced to ashes during WW1 – as was much of this region, where ceme-
teries with endless rows of white headstones are now part of the landscape. 
Her two grandfathers fought here, one against the other: her French mother’s 
father against her German father’s. Did they meet on that Christmas Eve? Who 
knows…?  After studying German and French literature, she became a children’s 
librarian. Then she began translating books for children, before writing her own 
texts. Since then, she has written about forty titles, some in German, some in 
French. Her three children were born in Germany where she lives today between 
her frequent stays in France. 
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Format: 140 x 205 mm
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Retail Price: 10,50 €
Age group: 13 and up
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           C’est pas grave 
         de s’engueuler avec sa mère.

  C’est pas grave 
             de se faire larguer par son mec.

C’est pas grave 
                   un père absent.

                            C’est pas grave 
                  d’être trahie par sa meilleure amie.

               C’est pas grave 
                                d’en pincer pour son prof.

C’est pas grave tout ça…

          C’est pas grave, peut-être. 
Mais Chloé est en colère, alors elle balance tout. 

                   Faut que ça sorte. 
               Et puis un coup de gueule, 

c’est pas grave.
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Fiction

C’est pas grave
by Jo Hoestlandt

A fresh slice of life: the portrait of a 14-year-old 
teenager in 9 short chapters. Depending on the 
hour or the day, she will be touching, unbearable, 
happy and unhappy, jealous and generous, proud 
and humiliated... A great literary talent dedicated to 
emotion and optimism, and most of all to Life.

Key points

•	 	A	leading	author	of	French	literature	for	young	adults.
•	 	A	portrait	of	a	teenager	today	is	delicately	painted,	stroke	by	stroke.
•	 	A	flowing,	luminous	style	produces	a	voice	many	teenagers	will	

recognize	as	their	own.
•	 	A	text	that	transmits	longing	for	life.

Content

Chloé is 14, a teenager inventing her life as the days go by. 
‘I’, that’s her, the day she cracks up and screams at her mother, using hurtful words – 
hurtful for the one who’s speaking them and hurtful for the one on the receiving end. 
‘You’, that’s Mathis, the boyfriend who’s fed up with her. First ever break-up. 
‘Him’, that’s her father who left home a long time ago, who wasn’t even there to see her 
grow up and is now trying, clumsily, to make up for the fact.
‘Her’, that’s the perfect version of Chloé, the person she’d like to be, a dream girl like in 
the magazines, mysterious and haughty. 
‘Us’, that’s Liza and Chloé, the story of their friendship. Such a moving story, they were 
like sisters before their friendship fell apart – because of Mathis. 
‘We’, that’s her and her grandmother, a dialogue between two generations, a grandmo-
ther who tells Chloé the things her mother was never able to say. 
‘Sir’, that’s the history teacher, passionately interested in the whole world and passiona-
tely interesting, who makes Chloé feel she’s interesting too. 
‘Them’, that’s all the people who talk on telly or in her class. All those that think they 
know everything and can satisfy all the needs of Chloé and her folks. They think they’re 
so close to them, but they are so, so far off the mark. 
‘The girls’, they’re the ones that live across the street. Think they’re so superior, and so 
rich, so different from Chloé and her neighbours. But in fact they are a bit of both.
In short, nothing’s going right in Chloé’s life; but things are OK just the same.
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Les jumeaux de l’Île rouge
by Brigitte Peskine

Technical Specifications

Format: 135 x 200 mm
Pages: 190 
Retail Price: 11,50 €
Age group: 12 and up

Madagascan twins, who were adopted sixteen years 
previously by a French couple, return to the island of 
their birth and discover their past.

Key points

•	 	A	mainly	epistolary	novel,	consisting	of	letters	and	emails	exchanged	
between	the	various	protagonists.	

•	 	A	deeply	moving	novel	of	initiation	that	evokes	the	importance	of	
origins	for	every	human	being,	the	difficulties	involved	in	adoption,	
racism	and	uprooting…	all	described	with	great	sensitivity.	

•	 	A	committed	novel,	the	denunciation	of	the	treatment	reserved	for	
twins	in	the	Mananjary	region	lies	at	the	heart	of	the	tale.	This	is	a	
genuine	practice	that	has	been	denounced	on	several	occasions	by	
Unicef.	

•	 	The	next	Sambatra	(the	collective	circumcision	of	young	boys	in	the	
Mananjary	region)	will	take	place	in	October	2014.	On	this	occasion,	
Unicef	intends	to	highlight	once	again	the	scandal	of	the	Mananjary	
twins.

Contents

Cléa and Brice, Madagascan twins, were adopted at birth by a French couple. Sixteen 
years later, Brice is a well-balanced, happy lad; but Cléa is a school dropout, keeps bad 
company and is convinced that the French are all racists. Her anger makes her parents so 
anxious that they decide, in a last effort to save Cléa from the rage that is eating away at 
her, to send the two teenagers to the island of Madagascar for the summer. Once there, 
they are received by Josépha, Cléa’s godmother, who formerly worked at the crèche in 
Tana, the island’s capital, where Christine and Bernard came to get their children. It so 
happens that the circumstances of their abandonment have always been a mystery: Cléa 
and Brice were born in Mananjary, in the Antambahoaka region, where, according to cus-
tom, double births bring bad luck. 

The Authors
Brigitte Peskine was born in Neuilly-sur-Seine in 1951. Initially a statistician at the INSEE 
for fifteen years, she branched off into writing in 1985 with Le ventriloque (Actes Sud), 
which was followed by a dozen novels. At the same time, she started writing for the child-
ren’s market and has produced over twenty-five novels for teenagers, published by l’École 
des Loisirs, Hachette, Flammarion, Bayard... Many of her books deal with the subject 
of psychological, family or institutional mistreatment, in particular L’île de mon père 
(Editions Casterman) about children from Reunion who were transferred to France in the 
1960s which received the Prix du roman Jeunesse France Télévision. She also contributes 
to the magazine Enfance Majuscule and is a scriptwriter for television, with thirty pro-
grammes (animation, serials, series, TV films, documentaries) authored or co-authored 
between 1989 and 2011. Now the grandmother of eleven grandchildren, she spends her 
time between Paris and Massay, in the department of Cher, where she enjoys sculpting.
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Memor, le monde d’après
by Kinga Wyrzykowska

An adventure novel where we see Tomek travelling 
from planet to planet on the back of a pterosaur, 
meeting Charles Darwin and Marie Curie, falling in 
love and finally choosing to risk everything so the 
memory of the dead can remain intact in the minds of 
the living. 

Key points

•	 	The	portrait	of	a	timid	boy,	caught	up	in	spite	of	himself	in	an	
adventure	that	obliges	him	to	grow	up	quickly.

•	 	Lovable	secondary	characters:	Baba	Mira,	his	adopted	grandmother	
who’s	a	bit	of	a	sorceress;	Max,	a	lout	with	a	mysterious	past	and	
Tomek’s	guide	at	Memor;	Fulcanelli,	a	villain	whose	intentions	are	
more	noble	than	they	appear;	Mona,	who’s	torn	between	her	vanity	
and	her	growing	love	for	Tomek.

•	 	A	highly	original	universe:	in	Memor,	each	character	is	posted	to	a	
planet	depending	on	the	memory	they	have	left	among	the	living.

•	 	The	first	novel	of	a	young	French	author	who	started	out	in	films.

Content

13 year-old Tomek finds himself projected into Memor, the world of the dead, where he 
unveils a plot that threatens to endanger not only his own brother but the memory of the 
entire world…
Round his neck, Tomek wears a Mnemosyne, an invisible jewel he was given by a mys-
terious old woman he met shortly after the death of his older brother Tadzio. Now this 
Mnemosyne has strangely begun to radiate heat ever since Tomek noticed that his bro-
ther’s image was gradually fading from the last photo Tomek took of him. One day, the 
Mnemosyne turns burning hot and some irresistible force pulls Tomek into an unknown 
universe called Memor. Here, the dead live on only as long as they remain in the memory 
of the living. The day they are forgotten, they disappear forever from Memor. A strange 
man, Fulcanelli, has rebelled against this system. Determined to employ every means 
available to extend his existence for all eternity in Memor, he has developed a racket that 
enables him to manipulate the memories of the living. And Tadzio is one of his targets…

About the authors

Kinga Wyrzykowska was born in 1977 in Warsaw, in Poland. A few years before the fall of 
the Berlin Wall, she moved with her parents to the Paris region, whereupon she learned 
to write, count and dream in French. After studying French, she had a variety of different 
occupations: translating, teaching, selling shoes, acting, training door-to-door sales-
people, interviewer, dramatist and documentary maker. And all the time, in the secrecy 
of her computer, she was storing up Word files full of anecdotes, ideas for stories and 
outlines for short stories. It was one of those, about Tomek and his dead brother, that 
inspired her to write her first novel, Memor, le monde d’après.

Technical specifications

Format: 138 x 210 mm
Pages: 308
Retail price: 12,90 €
Age group: 12 and up

Fiction

Tomek, 13 ans, s’aperçoit que son frère Tadzio est en 

train de s’effacer de la dernière photo qu’il a prise de 

lui avant « l’Accident ». Il décide alors de surmonter 

sa peur et de se servir de la pierre secrète qu’il porte 

autour du cou. Grâce à elle, il a le pouvoir d’appeler 

les morts et de leur parler. Mais, contre toute attente, 

c’est lui qui bascule dans « le monde d’après »,  

à Memor, où les défunts vivent en sursis, suspendus 

au souvenir des hommes. Or, dans cet univers cruel  

et fascinant, Tadzio est en danger.

Au cœur d’un inoubliable monde imaginaire,  
un magnifique roman sur la force du souvenir.
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Technical Specifications

Format: 138 x 210 mm
Pages: 220
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 12 and up

Comme un frère
by Françoise Jay

Gaspard and Lorenzo meet in a hospital ward at a 
difficult time in their lives. It’s also the opportunity 
for the two boys to make a new start… 

Key points

•	 A	poignant	novel,	with	convincing,	likeable	characters
•	 Sensitive,	delicate	treatment	
•	 An	original	construction	device;	SMS,	emails,	diary…
•	 	Profound	optimism	emanates	from	the	story	of	two	boys	who	provide	

mutual	support	as	they	grow	into	adults

Content

When Leon and Gaspard, 18 and 19, share a hospital ward, a fraternal bond is 
forged between them. They are both survivors: one of a motorbike accident, the 
other of a suicide attempt.
In hospital, a real friendship forms between the two teenagers.
During their conversations and shared confessions, they are building their future 
lives, making choices for the young men they will become.
One comes from a large Italian family, warm and affectionate; the other from a 
bourgeois background, whose rigidity weighs heavily on him. 

Author

Françoise JAY has written novels, especially for Casterman, Grasset, Plon.. her 
tales are published in picture book format by Gallimard, Magnard, Gautier-Lan-
guereau. She is also a scenarist.

Fiction
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LORENZO est apprenti menuisier. Seul garçon au milieu
de six sœurs, il se sent responsable de sa famille
et s’efforce d’être à la hauteur depuis la mort de son père.
GASPARD est étudiant en math spé pour répondre aux exigences 
de ses parents, alors qu’il rêve de liberté et de théâtre.

Tous deux font connaissance dans une chambre d’hôpital
à un moment diffi cile de leur vie.
Au fi l des conversations et des confessions partagées,
les projets d’avenir ne tardent pas à se dessiner,
loin des voies apparemment toutes tracées…
Et, bientôt, ils sont déjà comme des frères…
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Technical Specifications

Format: 138 x 210 mm
Pages: 240 
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 12 and up

Quand vient l’orage
By Marie-Hélène Delval

There are some legends that never die.

Key points

•	 	A	novel	with	lots	of	atmosphere,	where	fantasy	constantly	encounters	
reality	to	create	an	effect	of	dramatic	suspense.

•	 	Highly	visual,	poetic	and	powerful	descriptions:	Marie-Hélène	Delval	
has	penned	a	little	masterpiece	of	fantasy.

•	 	An	author	who	has	already	proved	her	great	mastery	of	the	fantasy	
genre	and	terror:	Les chats has	sold	87	000	copies;	the	Les dragons 
de Nalsara	series	a	total	of	500,000.	

Content
At almost 17, Antoine isn’t too happy about spending his holidays in the moun-
tains, stuck with his parents who bicker constantly. On top of that, on the first 
day of trekking, he sprains his ankle. So what do you do with your time, in an 
isolated village with your leg in a bandage? Antoine feels like writing a novel, but 
he doesn’t have any ideas. So he hangs around in La Marmotte, the only tavern in 
the village, where he meets Marcel. The old man, eyes fixed on his glass of beer, 
starts hinting at a local legend… as though he were still afraid of some curse. He 
ends his narrative with an enigmatic sentence that Antoine doesn’t hear very 
well: was it ‘She has to be saved’ or ‘You have to save her’? 
Antoine’s curiosity is roused and now he has his inspiration… But who exactly 
has to be saved? The girl in the legend threw herself from the ramparts of Mor-
teroche, which looks down on the village, to escape a devilish lord in the 12th 
century. A crazy idea, but so romantic! Antoine decides to find out more about 
this legend and starts his own little investigation, hobbling along to speak to the 
villagers who don’t welcome his questions. Because this medieval legend seems 
to be surrounded by more recent mysteries with overtones of tragedy: accidents, 
madness, suicides… The more Antoine finds out about the shadows that haunt 
the ruins of Morteroche on stormy nights, the more his fascination grows…  to the 
point of bewitchment.

Author
Marie-Hélène Delval lives in Paris. She has been editor-in-chief of several maga-
zines for the very young (Les belles histoires, Pomme d’Api and Popi), then lite-
rary director with Editions Bayard Jeunesse. The habit of reading stories to her 
children inspired her desire to write. Since then, she has been publishing novels 
for all ages in all genres, though she clearly prefers fantasy. Her novel Les chats is 
prescribed reading by the national education board, and her series Les dragons 
de Nalsara is a big book shop success. She has also authored many books on 
religious awakening  (Les plus belles histoires de la Bible, Jésus pour les tout-
petits...) and translated books from English (the series L’Épouvanteur and La 
cabane magique...).

Fiction

Que faire quand on est coincé pour les vacances 
dans un petit village de montagne, entre  
des parents qui ne cessent de se disputer,  

et immobilisé par une méchante entorse ? Antoine 
décide d’en profiter pour se mettre à l’écriture d’un 
roman – fantastique, bien sûr, le genre qu’il préfère ! 
Une légende locale lui fournit le début de son intrigue : 
l’histoire de deux cavaliers que l’on entend galoper  
les nuits d’orage, et d’une mystérieuse jeune fille,  
morte depuis neuf siècles, qu’il faut pourtant protéger… 
Mais on devrait se méfier des histoires qui survivent  
au passage du temps. Car elles ont le pouvoir  
d’envoûter les garçons de seize ans, au point  
de les conduire sur des chemins dangereux…
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Marie-Hélène Delval 
vit à Paris. Elle a été 
rédactrice en chef de 

plusieurs magazines pour les 
tout-petits (Les Belles Histoires, 
Pomme d'Api et Popi), puis 
directrice littéraire aux éditions 
Bayard Jeunesse. C’est le plaisir 
de lire des histoires à ses enfants 
qui lui a donné l’envie dˇécrire. 
Depuis, elle a publié des romans 
pour tous les âges et dans 
tous les genres, avec toutefois 
une nette préférence pour le 
fantastique. Son roman Les chats 
est aujourd’hui un classique 
de la littérature jeunesse, et sa 
série « Les dragons de Nalsara » 
connaît un franc succès. Elle 
est également l’auteur de livres 
d’éveil religieux (Les plus belles 
histoires de la Bible, Jésus pour 
les tout-petits...) et traductrice  
de grandes sagas anglo-saxonnes 
(« L’Épouvanteur », « La cabane 
magique »…).

« La nuit tombe vite, en montagne, 
même au cœur de l’été. Tandis que 
l’obscurité avale les pentes hérissées 
de sapins noirs, les lumières du 
village s’allument une à une. (…) 
Toute une activité nocturne s’éveille 
dans les branches, entre les herbes  
et sous les pierres : froissements, 
hululements, grésillements, notes 
flûtées des crapauds. Suspendues  
au bord d’un gouffre obscur,  
de très anciennes murailles résistent 
obstinément à la lente dévoration  
du lierre et des lichens. (…)  
Une pierre s’éboule parfois,  
dont les hautes herbes et les orties 
étouffent la chute.  
Plus rien n’habite ces ruines que 
bêtes et bestioles semblent avoir 
désertées, où les choucas  
eux-mêmes refusent de nicher.  
Plus rien de vivant… »
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Jeunesse éternelle
By Nathalie Le Gendre

Léna, 16 year-old teenager has a rare brain disease: 
she forgets everything. She lives with Mary, an old 
woman who is taking care of her…

Key Points:

•	 	A	text	with	punch	whose	two-voice	construction	creates	a	powerful	
sense	of	suspense,

•	 	A	novel	that	calls	into	question	our	society	and	its	eternal	quest	for	
youth,

•	 Nathalie	Le	Gendre	has	received	many	awards	for	her	novels.

Contents

‘What touches the heart is engraved in memory.’ 
Voltaire
Every Sunday, a woman called Etaine comes to visit Léna. Léna doesn’t know who she is, 
but she finds her nice. One day, Etaine gives her a diary to read.  This is a diary of Sha-
nel, a lively forty-year old who’s not afraid of questioning her own existence. One day by 
chance, she reads an ad about clinical tests: it’s a programme whose aim is to halt the 
degeneration of human cells. From the ideological point of view, she disapproves; but she 
needs the money, and being a human guinea-pig pays so well…

The Author

Nathalie Le Gendre  was born in 1970 in Brittany. She has published her first novel in 
2003, entitled Dans les larmes de Gaia, which has been awarded by several prizes, Le 
Prix des Incorruptibles among them. Since then, she has written many novels published 
by Mango Jeunesse, Syros, Oskar editions. Jeunesse éternelle is her first novel published 
by Bayard. 

Technical specifications

Format: 135x200 mm
Pages: 250
Retail price: 13,90 €

Age group: 10 and up
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Le mystère de la nuit des 
pierres
by Evelyne Brisou-Pellen

The story of Netra, a hunchback child taken in by 
a magician who sends him to look for a precious 
spell book in Brittany, a land as disturbing as it is 
fascinating.

 Key Points:

•	 	One	of	Evelyne	Brisou-Pellen’s	first	big	successes	(more	than	80,000	
copies	sold),	out	of	print	since	2008,

•	 	A	brilliant	tale,	mixing	Breton	traditional	fantasy,	magical	and	
mysterious	universe,

•	 A	magnificent	novel	of	initiation.

Contents

His name means ‘nothing’. Netra, abandoned by his mother, believed for many years that 
he was the child of the female dog that saved his life. He was only ten when an old magi-
cian gave him a home: Neposus, who, for some mysterious reason, lives like a recluse in 
the mountains, hidden in a shroud of mist. 
Netra led a happy and peaceful life with Neposus, until one day the magician found him-
self obliged to send him on a dangerous mission: to find Antaerus, a precious book of 
spells, before the sorcerer Falcosi can lay hands on it. The boy has to go down from the 
mountain and travel to deepest Brittany, haunted by Korrigans, wolf-leaders and fairies.

The Author

Evelyne Brisou-Pellen lives in Rennes. After studying French literarture, she soon decided 
to devote her time to writing tales and novels for the young. Her books have been 
published by Nathan, Gallimard and Rageot. She is also the author the successful series 
Le Manoir, published by Bayard.

Technical specifications

Format: 135x200 mm
Pages: 250
Retail price: 13,90 €
Age group: 10 and up

Fiction
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